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CITY EDITION

Professor William Adams Brown, of
Sularar was returned last evening by
quarters show that five people were
Union Seminary, were dropped. The
the grand Jury. Judge Roberts held
killed at Guadalajara Tuesday night.
a short session of the district court
committee on bills and overtures re
oCivernor Gallardo of the state of Jal
this afternoon during which Salazar
ported that the articles, written by
isco, of which Guadalajara is the capthese clergymen have nothing In them
was brought In, He pleaded guilty
ital, has resigned and has been sueA
that :s unorthodox.
and was given sentence, the terms of
ceeded by David Gutierrez Allende.
which are stated above. The shoes
Another mob demonstration occur
PRESIDENT DENIES PAROLES
were stolen a few days ago from the
red at Guadalajara last night, with
President
ashington, May 25.
Romero "Mercantile company.
ON
cries for vengeance for the five per
Taft last night denied the applications
Luz Mondragon, against whom an In
sons killed on Tuesday. The outbreak
for the pardon of Charles W. Morse
dictment also was returned, pleaded
was quieted when Governor Gallardo
of New York and of John R. Walsh JURIST FILES WITH
SUPREME
POPULACE RISES IN POPULAR RE resigned. The danger of the situation INSTRUCTS INSURRECTO FORCES not guilty to a charge of prostitution. S. L. VON PUHL, BALLOONIST,
of Chicago, the two 'most prominent
Her trial will be held at the next regKILLED AND TWO INNOCENT
IN COAHUILA TO ATTACK
at that point Is not considered over.
COURT DISSENTING OPINION
VOLT AGAINST PRESIbankers ever convicted and sentenced
ular term of the court.
The main trouble in the capital culBYSTANDERS WOUNDED
IN STANDARD CASE
,SALTILLO
DENT DIAZ
to federal prisons under the national
Mabel
fie
were
Anderson
Ef
and
minated after dark, when word spread
Span
laws.
banking
also arraigned on an Indictment charg
through the city that President Diaz
Not only did the president refuse DOCUMENT
TROUBLE OVER GOVERNOR ing them with loitering about a sa QUARREL PROVOKED TRAGEDY
Corral had not
0F8,000 WORDS
TROOPS FIRE ON THE MOBS and
to pardon them, but he also declined
loon. They pleaded guilty and were
in accordance with public ex
to exericse any other executive clem
six months In the county: Jail.
pectations. Toward 9 o'clock the mob LEGISLATURE
OF NEW ency In these cases or to shorten the HE SHARPLY REBUKES FELLOW
H. HENWOOD,
FRANK
REFUSES TO IN given
MANY KILLED AND INJURED IN demonstration was
Sentence was suspended during good
at Its height.
REVOLVER
HANDLED
sentences imposed by the courts.
STALL REBEL AS EXECUTIVE
MEMBERS ON BENCH FOR
YORK,
behavior.
CLASHES BETWEEN SOLDIERS
Shouts for Madero were heard everyIn denyng the pardons the presl
DEADLY
WITH
THE
EFFECT
STATE
OF
MAJORITY OPINION
Luis
and
UlibarFrancisco
DEMONSTRATORS
and
where
Gallegos
AND
processions moved through
dent took a firm stand that the na
ri, the young men who beat np Abel
the leading streets, bearing portraits
tional banking laws or any other
of the revolutionary leader.
Tafoya In a saloon row Tuesday night, HAPPENED IN THE BAR ROOM
Efforts CAPITAL
PEOPLE
must be upheld when they affect DRANDS IT AS MISCHIEVIOUS
laws
GUADALAJARA
OUTBREAKS
were arraigned. They pleaded guilty
HASJ4.000
to check the fury of the outbreak
man even more than when
the
rich
to
a
of
were made by Madero's personal repassault and battery
charge
affect
the poor. The record in PREDICTS IT WILL THROW BUSI
they
GOVIT IS BELIEVED FEDERAL GARRI On recommendation of District Attor USE OF WORD
LIAR STARTED
resentative, Senor Alfredo Robles
UPRISING THERE CAUSEDWalsh
the
case, the president said,
but the disorder continued.
ney Ward the plea was accepted. The
SON THERE MAY JOIN THE
NESS
OF THE COUNTRY
FIGHT IN WHICH GUN WAS
ERNOR OF STATE OF JAL'shows moral turpitude of that Insld- were
sentenced
to
center
Its
chief
In
boys
ol
front
sixty
finding
days
PLAY
REVOLUTIONISTS
INTO
BROUGHT
CONFUSION
INTO
ous
.
and dangerous kind to punish
ISCO TO RESIGN
In Jail and were asssed a fine of 5
the presidential palace. Arming them
were
which
laws
the
specialbanking
and costs.
selves with rocks the mob bombarded
Juarez, Mex., May 25. A resumpDenver, May 25. A quarrel, pre ly enacted."
Washington, May 25. Associate
Mexico City, May 25 The capital nearby buildings, including the news
over a woman, reHarlan today filed in the su
Justice
of
of
state
a
sumably
in,
of
on
tion
state
starting
host'lities
the
of Mexico is bordering
paper office of El Imparcial and the
CONCERT AT Y. M. C. A.
beATTEMPTED
court his formal dissenting
BREAK
ocJAIL
a
in
sulted
fatal
shortly
shooting
preme
are
Coahuila was ordered today. GenTampico News company.
anarchy and fresh outbreaks
On account of the small demand opinion in the Standard Oil case.
In the bar
last
fore
deN.
25.
night
a
midnight
Several
M.,
Springer,
May
afternoon
Large forces of soldiers were hur- eral Francisco I. Madero, Jr.; gave
curring hourly. This
for tickets for tomorrow evening's
Not satisfied with his oral dissent
two inmates of the New room of the Brown Palace hotel.
tachment of police fired into a crowd ried to the scene and a cordon was instructions for the lnswrecto forces da'ys ago
of a gas anta Fe concert, owing to the high from the court's decision, as handed
H.
agent
Frank
Henwood,
Mexico
reform
school
the
here
of,
attempted
front
thrown about the presidential palace.
that had congregated in
in that state to advance on Saltillo, to dig their way out of their quarters company of New York, did the shoot school commencement exercises at down by Chief Justice White, Justice
One Twice the orders to
disperse were givdepartment of foreign relations.
Duncan opera house, It has 'Harlan entirely rewrote the steno
the
wounded.
capital, a city of 24,000 popula- and make their escape, the boys being ing. S. L. Von Phul a wine agent the
en to the, manlfestants but without
man was killed .and several
decided to give the concert in graphic report of his remarks from
been
was
as
a
balloonist,
known
well
and
Cliff
Gus
Falk and
Weldemann. They
a manifesto 'issued by Senor Domin avail. Thereupon the soldiers opened tion, wltJi a view of taking it from
Y. M. C. A. hall instead of in the bench. The oral dissent formed
the
re
and
of
the
shooting
the
discovered
time.
were,
in
object
however,
guez; appealing for order, was hooted fire. Immediately there was a scer"-o- f the federals and forcibly establishing
Howard Howell, another inmate, ran ceived three bullets, one In the shoul the Armory. Railroad people who merely a framework for the final
the wildest confusion. The more the provisional government there.
and totally disregarded. Mods mis
about 8.000
from Assistant Superintendent der, one in the right wrist and one wish tickets and. have not yet secured document, containing
away
toare parading the streets and timid rioters fled to nearby streets
them
to
reminded
are
them
Is one of the four state
on
get
Justice
record
be
Coahuila
died
He
abdomen.
words,
shortly
today.
put
Cosner in, the field and got six or in the
It is re unu aneys wnne tne leaders gave
St. Luke's hos- night, as tomorrow they will be is- Harlan brands as miscihevious the
yelling "Viva Madero."
at
noon
fore
in
miles
school
he
today
it
from
which
Madero
been
before
asserts
had
the
eight
Dcrted that a detachment of 1,200 in ground slowJy before the advancing
sued to the general public. The con- modification made by the court in the
pital.
agreed he should install his provis- was recaptured and brought back.
eurrectos are on their way to the city forces, who still kept up their fire ional
cert is to be given by the California decree of the lower court, permitting
Colorado
of
Springs,
Atkinson
W.
reJ.
Madero
governors
today
from the north by special train and Slowly, however, the mob was broken ceived advices that the legislature
a wealthy contractor, was shot in the Glee and Mandolin club, a company subsidiary corporations of the Stand
students from the Uni ard Oil, after the dissolution of the
will arrive some time this evening, up, although detached bodies con there had refused to install Senor
left leg, and C. E. Copeland, a min- of thlrtyt-hrebul- versity of California, and promises to combination, to make "normal and
two
received
of
man
They will assist the federal garrison timied demonstrations all night lon Venus Pino Garranza, who had been AVIATORS MEET
Victor,
ing
long at various points throughout the
musical treat. It is unfor- lawful agreements"
a
amons them
in restoring order it is said.
chosen for the post. The insurreoto
lets, one In the left leg and the other be great
of
last
city.
tunate
that
this
Chief
troupe
White
had char
Justice
splendid
selves.
After the intense excitement
instructions
abdomen.
the
in
leader at once telegraphed
WITH MISFORTUNE Atkinson and Copeland were Inno- should come to town on commence- acterized this modification as a "minight the city was comparatively quiet
for the insurrectos immediately
nor matter."
this morning. An official statement
cent bystanders. Both probably will ment night.
to advance on the city and open at
The further declaration is made by
of the number of casualties resulting 1Y0 MASSACRES
recover, although Copeland's wounds
tack if necessary.
from the bloody rioting that swept
Justice Harlan that he Is convinced
He also Issued a statement, explain. PARIS TO MADRID RACE PROVES are serious.
night
the city late last
over
the court's opinion.- will throw the
Henwood la in Jail and a charge of DARROW CONFERS
HARD TO
UNDERTAKING
ing the Bltuat'on end declaring It
business
of the country Into confusion
will now be made against
places the dead at seven and woundhis
bel'ef
the
federal
murder
that
ganibion
.
ACCOMJfVJSH
.YET OF
Several of the wounded at thirty-six- .
iiirn.
invite widely extended and
there would Join wltih.' the lneurreotos.
ed wH
More warlike talk centered around
According to Henwood, he and Von
WITH SUSPECTS (and litigation, the Injurious effects
Madrid, May 25. Misfortune met all Phul
met only yesterday. A quarrel
insurrecto headquarters this- - afterof which will be felt for many years
Foreign Minister Be La Barra Issued
an official statement this morning HOWEVER, REPORT FROM BERLIN noon. Abraham Gonzales, provisional of the three aviators on the flight to last night finally resulted In Henwood
to come.
INDICATES-SITUATIOIN
As In his oral remarks, Justice Harthat President Diaz and
governor of Chihuahua state, announc- the Spanish capital from San Sebas-tion- , calling Von Phul a liar. Von Phul's GOES DIRECTLY TO SEE M'NAMed that within a week unless all
RUSSIA IS GRAVE
Corral would resign this afternoon
lan devotes himself largely to critiwhich is the most difficult stage Instant reply was a smash to
IN
ARAS ON ARRIVING
cism of the court for holding that
face which sent him reeling.
governor had been installed, of the Paris to Madrid race. All, howand that the provisional government
LOS
ANGELES
inwould
forces
the
insmrrecto
be
not every restraint of trade violates
and
would thereupon assume authority.
revolver
a
New York, May 25 The American
The latter then drew
structed to march on and attack Chi- ever, are reported this afternoon to be emptied Its five chambers before bythe law. He reiterates that the court
Long vistas of broken windows in- Jewish committee of th's
city today
Ameriof
number
of
a
those
Los Angeles, May 25. Clarence S. reversed Its former ruling In the
huahua City.
trying to resume the flight to this standers could disarm him.
cluding
can shops, testified today of the riot- received a despatch from the Jewish
Darrow, the Chicago attorney wh?
freight and join traf
city.
Aid society, of Berlin, bearing on the
will conduct the defense of the Mc? fic associations cases.
ing last night.
When Gilbert was about 18 miles
h
Namara brothers, charged with dynaagitation in Russia. The SMALL BOY HERO
Reports received today from outlying
from Victoria, it is reported that he VICTIM OF BLACK
miting, arrived here today from San
was attacked by an eagle and was
message is as follows:
Francisco accompanied by Ed. Nock-els- , SEVERELY CRITICIZES
"No massacre yet have broken out.
forced to defend himself by shooting
DEMOCRATS FAVOR
OF TENEMENT FIRE at the bird with his revolver. He
HANDHIURDERER
secretary of the Chicago Federa
The open and unrestricted preparation of Labor. Mr. Darrow was eslanded at Olazagutia, about forty miles
tions which are being made for them
corted directly to the jail where he
THEODOREJOOSEVELT
INSURGENT MEASURE In the usual manner in Kiev and Bes- SAVES LIVES OF SIX PERSONS, from San Sebastian, but was not JURY AT DENVER FINDS MAN remained
several bourse with the Mc- sarabia give occasion for gravest ap
hurt.
Mamaras. Later he conferred with
BY BRINGING INTO PLAY
GUILTY WHO KILLED HIS
prehensions that they may break out
the defense committee composed of FORMER SECRETARY OF STATE
A CLOTHES
PERSECUTOR
LINE
NEW TURN GIVEN TO THE LORI-ME- at any moment. The authorities are
JOHN W. FOSTER DOESN'T
LAWSHE GOT PAID, ANYWAY
union labor leaders.
not showing any desire to restrict
INQUIRY BY ACTION OF
Its
continued
25.
The
LIKE HIS UTTERANCES
When
the
today
grand jury
Washington, May
the activities of the black hundreds
New York, May 25 A family clothes
Denver, May 25. Phllipo Drapolio
PARTY CAUCUS TODAY
of
the
the
attempt
committee
house
investigation
alleged
Investigating
who are clearly exciting the populace line and the wit of a small
was today found guilty of murder In
boy saved
Into destroy the county hall of records
to renewed massacres."
Mohonk Lake, N. Y., May 25 Se
of six persona last 'sight, postoffice department began its
lives
the
the second degree for killing Antonio
October. Bert H. Connors held vere criticism of Colonel Theodore
last
William
late
Washington, May 25. A new turn
Mooney,
quiry
yesterday,
four-stortenement in
when the
months ago. Sentence
several
Puro
on suspicion, was before the body for Roosevelt's recent public utterances
was on the
was given to the Lorlmer case today
which they were living caught fire, chief disbursing clerk,
was deferred.
POSTAL BANK FOR CARLSBAD
salof
his
third day's examination.
the
stand
payment
senaregarding
arbitration,
when a number of democratic
'egarding international
flames cut off their escape and they
Behind the trial and conviction lies
Washington, May 25. Fifty addi- were
PostAssistant
to
Third
former
ary
marked the speech of John W, Foster,
on
with
a balcony
marooned
tors declared In a party caucus called tional postal depositories have been
black hand. In his
a
the
of
story
flames shooting about them when a master General Lawshe during a testimony, Drapolio said he was the CONDUCTORS MEET AT DETROIT former secretary of state, today be
by Senator Martin, of Virginia, that designated by Postmaster General
absence from the department.
Jacksonville, Fla., May 25. Detroit fore the seventeenth annual meeting
boy with a jack knife, cut year's
victim of the Italian mafia, and that
hey would support the La Follette Hitchcock, making the total announc- down a
Mr. Mooney said the salary of $5,000
was
selected as the 1913 meeting place of the Lake Mohonk conference on
of
clothes
line
that
ever
him
long
piece
Puro had been shadowing
"At the
arbitration.
resolution, which would place the con-du- ed to date 276. The new depositories was hanging from a pulley over his was paid from October, 1909, to Octo- since his arrival In Denver In fear of the thirty-thirgrand division, Or- international
Mr. Foster, "not
Conductors.
Railroad
said
same
of
der
of the proposed new inquiry in will begin operations on June 25, 1911. head. Be tied the slender rope to ber, 1910, while Mr. Lawshe was in that
time,"
a
crime
Drapolio would tell of
Among the western offices are Carls- the
withstanding Mf. Roosevelta early
the hands of a special senate com- bad, N. M. and
balcony and one by one the six New Mexico endeavoring to recuper- Puro is alleged to have committed
Georgetown, Texas.
General
Postmaster
ate
illness.
from
declaration In opposition to arbitrato
slid
last.
the
boy
safety,
going
In the Pacific northwest.
mittee on plrvllegea and elections.
the payroll
Hitchcock
tion in general, he has done more
countersigned
Other witnesses' testimony tended LAWYERS WILL BE
A majority of the democratic senLawshe's name. The witthan
any other living man to advance
containing
to show that a black hand society
ators, however, are eaid to be in CHICAGO PLANS AN
WIGGINS CASE IS APPEALED
cause
this
ness added that Mr. Hitchcock took
Puro was a
Martin resolufavor of the
Notice of appeal to the supreme over the greater part of Mr. Lawshe's existed in Denver, that
The
treaty ot arbi
ASKEDJO EXPLAIN tration,
had
of
letters
written
a
of
and
member
at
it
the
framed
meeting
tion,
court was filed yesterday afternoon work during the latter'i absence.
Mr. Foster, said, would have
democratic steering committee sevsigning them the "black hand."
AEROPLANE BATTLE by Attorneys John D. W. Veeder and
no appreciable effect on the armaeral days ago, It was also declared
COUNSEL OF NATIONAL GRANGE ments of the world and that at pres
Fred L. Burgan, who represent Joseph
today that the Martin resolution will
MUST APPEAR BEFORE
STIMSON WOULD RUN
ent Germany could hardly be expect
Viggins, accomplice In th? Roger
have the support of the regular re- BIG AVIATION MEET THERE JN
ed to become a party to a like treaty.
SENATE COMMITTEE
who was Convicted of
Boston, May 25, "It's the first I've
kidnaping,
publicans when !(. is offered as a sub
I
an unlimited armtra- that
I
know
don't
and
AUGUST WILL TEST MILITARY
heard
it
Nevertheless,
of
burglary with felonious intent at the
stitute both for the La Follette and
' EFFICIENCY OF CRAFT
tlon is extended among the nations,
care to say anything about It." This
recent term 0 the district court. The
Washington, May 25. Allen and
the Dillingham resolutions.
Only
Stimson'
its beneficial effects must become
War
was
Secretary of
appeal is.' said to be based upon nu
The Martin resolution enlarges the
Graham, the New York attorneys more and more apparent
a
shown
when
comment
last
night
merous
the
Into
errors which crept
Taft
scope of the new inquiry to include
'Chicago, Mjay
PANAMA Washington dispatch telling
of the who it is said have acted for the Nathe now famous "jack pot" fund at has advised the promtors of the avla-- ' trial. The attorneys announce their MARITIME ACCIDENT OFF
CanadDISTRICT COURT ADJOURNS
possibility that he will be President tional Grange in opposing the
COAST RESULTS IN HORRIFYSpringfield.
tlon meet to be held here A'Agust intention of making a strenuous
be
will
agreement
ian
1912.
reciprocity
mate
in
Taft's
After
having been In session nine
running
client.
for
their
LIFE
OF
LOSS
It was by more than a two-th- ir
ING
that he will be in Chicago June fight
summoned by the senate finance com days the May1 term of the district
m vuai. wo senators decided to 3
4th and will meet the committee In
mittee to appear before the commit court for San Miguel county was adport the Martin resolution. Ser -- i charge to agree on how extensively
Panama, May 25. The National
tee next Monday. This decision was journed yesterday afternoon by Judge
eeuoHAMo reserrea me rignt to
Steamship Line steamer Taboga struck SENSATIONAL HERESY
reached by the committee today on Clarence J. Roberts. The term was
offer the army and navy will join In the SENT TO PEN FOR
amendments and some of thof the meet.
a rock off Punta Mala on Tuesday
motion of Senator Stone, who had a successful one from every viewsmde-jun- military features
clared they would not be V
time afterward. Of
the
a
short
that
been
announced
and
sank
has
It
FLAT
FALL
convictions and
previously stated a desire to find out point Twenty-tw- o
CHARGES
by
SWIPINGPAIR SHOES the hundred passengers on board,
the caucus action.
will be given full opportupresident
who was behind the fight on reel, pleas of guilty; were received during
just
Senator Martine of New '
a
only forty are known to have been
;
procity.
Jersey, was nity to test Out the aeroplane as
the term. The civil docket was reamong those who decli
INSTITUTED
ADDI- saved.
sub- - war factor In any manner he wishes. JUDGE ROBERTS
PROCEEDINGS
to
IMPOSES
jied
lieved of many cases that have been
bcribe to the majority aThe Taboga had a cargo of cattle
The managers of the meet hope to
INwas
PRESBYTERIAN
He
ition.
AGAINST
SEVON
PREPARED
IS
TIONAL
SENTENCES
PORTUGAL
pending foreeveral years and other
taken sharply to ta
and was on her regular coastwise trip.
"
ik by Senator have the United States government
note actions were so entered that if they
ARE DROPPED
official
STRUCTORS
25.
An
May
ERAL
Lisoon,
PRISONERS
la
about
The 'scene of the accident
bring about here the first battle in
1 colloq,17
ed. Senator Jeff
issued by the Portuguese government are not brought to an issue before
100 miles from the nearest telegraph
meet- - the air. The plan Is to have an aeroleft
tie
One
declares that the southern fron the fall term thdy will automatically
25.
N.
ing early, declari
today
Atlantic
J.,
May
to
shoes
City,
For the theft of a pair of
station, which makes It difficult
nw
plane attack on Chicago from Lake
ho
inai
Is
jig
of
tier
the
absolutely secure, the garrisons be dropped from the docket. The'
cf the exDected sensations
already determlr
Salazar will ascertain details of the accdent.
,ed to vote for the La Michigan, the defense to be also by valued at $2.50, Juan
border provinces b.aving been grand jury accomplished a large
of
fell
Follette resolu'
the
York-towassembly
nor
Presbyterian, general
The United States gunboat
he would not be aeroplane, in view of the shore at spent not less than nine months
iion,
entlrey faith- amount of efSlcent work in the short
by any
left here today for the scene of flat today when the heresy charge strengthened by troops
f
action the caucus might Grant Park, at the edge of the busi- more than ohi year in the territorial
ful
space of nine days,
and
to'
take.
the
Brown
republic.
Francis
President
against
An indictment against the disaster.
ness center of the city.
penitentiary.
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waste. The Are
from some
was not tnougnt Benous until nau
been burning two hours. This delay
was. In a large measure, responsible
for the great loss of life."
Fires are raging today in coal and
metal mines in various parts of the
country, said Mr. Wilson, and some
of them have gotten beyond control
.1
I I
and have been burning for many years,
IIIUV
devouring hundreds of thousands of
BE APPOINTED
STRIKING FIGURES ON DESTRUC-TIVENES- tons of coal and miles of mine galle- THEY SHOULD
One
near
fire
ries.
mine
R. WHITE,
SAYS
THOMAS
Carbondale,
GIVEN BY CHIEF
vast
area
a
such
out
has
burned
Pa.,
CONFIRMED
THEN
OF BUREAU OF MINES
of anthracite coal in the last 10 years
as to result in a subsidence of the
Mohonk Lake, N. Y., May 25.
New York, May 25. Striking
of surface
surface and destruction
on the destructiveness and costThomas
Reaburn White, counsel of
Another cited by Mr. Wil-siliness of firea, particularly those In property. at Summit
Commissioners of
the
Registration
Is that
Hill, Pa., which
conclusions
mines, together with
at the sevendiscussed
Philadelphia,
and
has been burning fifty-onyears
reached, after an exhaustive study Is estimated to have destroyed
teenth, annual meeting of the Lake
of the subjectt by the mining engi
Mohonk Conference on International
worth of coal.
neers of the Federal Bureau of Mines,
Arbitratipn today "A Plan for ChoosThe introduction of inexpensive
for preventing and controlling mine
ing Judges of the International Couit
of
the
adoption
appliances,
fires are given In the speech of Her
Arbitral .Justice."
of
and the Instltuproper, regulations
bert M. Wilson, chief engineer of the
"The
project to establish an interfire
a
reasonable
of
of
tlon
system
bureau, before the annual meeting of drills are among the suggestions of national court of arbitral justice,"
the National Fire Protection associa'
"was the most signithe bureal's engineers, for mlnlmlz- said Mr. White,
tion here today.
in
and
ficant,
maky respects, the
ing fires and for confining others to a most
act of the second
Delay, In realizing the seriousness of brief
important,
dam
of
time with little
period
fires is sometimes
responsible for age to life and property. Chemistry Hague conference. The form and
great loss in life, according to Mr. through the quick analysis of gases structure of the court were agreed
Wilson. The loss of life at the Pan-coa- at
upon, and it failed of adoption only
frequunt Intervals In the neighbormine was due in a measure to hood
because
of inability to agree upon a
,
cont'nu-edof the fire, Mr. WllBon
"This fire," continued the
of appointing judges. This
method
delay.
has also proved a most useful adto agree was due to the
speaker, "Is known to have started In junct In
Inability
fighting fires.
an underground
room
all
claimed the right to be
fact
that
presumably
"It seems almost unnecessary," conIn the court."
represented
equally
cluded the speaker, "to call attention
"All the plans thus far proposed
to the necessity of providing at each
have rested on the assumption thai
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conveyed in protected pipes to pos- appointed as representatives as not to
-Fsible danger points, the desirability
violate the principle of equality, and
Headaches, Colds, . Indigestion, of using larger amounts of fireproof to have a court
small enough to be
Pains, Constipation, Sour Stomach, material In place of wooden mine tim- a judicial body.
Dizziness? If you are not, the most bering or wooden doors, the proper dis"Let us consider the matter on prinman-wayposal of waste,
ciple.
Irrespective of past experience
effective, prompt and, pleasant
and the use of
mahow ought the Judges of an internamethod of getting rid of them is to terial as far as possible in all surface tional court
of arbitral justice to be
take, now and then, a desertspoon- structures within 50 to 100 feet, of the chosen. This depends most, if not
'
ful of the ever refreshing and truly opening of the mine."
entirely, upon the object desired. Upon this there Is no difference of opinbeneficial laxative remedy Syrup
ion. What the court must be If it
VOTE ON PICTURE SHOWS
of Figs and Elixir of Senna.. It is
fulfills the hope of its friends is a
Fort Worth, Tex., May 25. Probwell known throughout the world
body. It must not negotiate;
judicial
as the best of family laxative reme- ably for the first time in the United it muBt not compromise; it must deStates the leferendum was employed cide. What
the world expects i a
dies, because it acts so gently and in Fort Worth
today to determine court which will administer Justice,
irriwithout
strengthens naturally
whether the moving picture theaters not reconcile differences.
shall be permitted to open on Sunday.
tating the system in any way.
"Granting this, there should be nTo get its beneficial effects it is The s"ibw managers applied for the insu,rmountable difficulty to devlslnf,
privilege of giving Sundav perform a satisafctory plan for naming the
always necessary to buy the genu- '".nces
red the petition met with a pro-te- Judges. The first question which natCalifornia
the
manufactured
ine,
by
from the church organizations. urally suggests itself ls if the naFig Syrup Co., bearing the name The cliy commission thereupon order- tions are not to
appoint the Judges,
of the Company, plainly printed on ed a special election to decide the who will do
so? The first tbouht
"
the front of every package.
matter.
which naturally suggests Itself Is tl.a.
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fire-pro-

air-shaf-

by The
Hague conference. There are,' however, objections to this,' not the leabt
serious being the fact that the icea
of representation could not be excluded. Moreover, the t lection of judges
by a large body is never desirable
No reason Is perceived, however, why
the members of the court should not
be appointed from among nominees
suggested by the nation, by the presi
dent of the conference or a single
person or small committee chosen for
the purpose, subject in any case to
confirmation by vote of the confer
ence. By this means the judges woulJ
owe their appointment and confirma
tion to a world body, and would unconsciously feel a responsibility and
allegiance to that body, or to th3
world in general, rather than to their
own nation alone. This is very ne
essary to assist them to rise above
local prejudices and to Ive world jurists, capable of decid'ng cases soln!;.'
vpon the eternal principles of

the Judges should be elected

U.

S.

SQUADRON

IN

DENMARK

Copenhagen, May 25. King Frederick has taken a personal Interest in
the arrangeemnts for the entertainment of the officers and men of the
American squadron during Its five
days' visit to Copenhagen. The squadron, consisting of the Louisiana, flagship, and the Kansas, New Hampshire and South Carolina, is due to
reach port tonight. Features of the
entertainment program will Include
an audience of state and a "banquet
to the officers given by the king, a
ball given by the minister of marine
and excursions to nearby resorts for
the men of the squadron.

fire-pro-
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PAINS ALL OVER
Houston, Tex. "For five years,"
says Mrs. L. Fulenchek, of this place,
"I suffered with pains all over, especially In my back and side, and was
so weak I could hardly do my housework. A friend told me of Cardul.
Since taking it, I feel so much better! Now I can do all my housework and pains don't bother me any
more at all." Cardul is a strength-buildin- g
medicine.
Fifty years of
success have produced, amongst, its
many users, confidence In Cardul and
what it will do. During this time,
Cardul has relieved the female ailments of over a mUlion women. Why
not yours T Try it, today. Your
druggist sells It

APPEAL OF TAFT
GAINS

YJ.C.A.

COMING

525,000,
JULIUS
ROSENWALD,
PHILANTHROPIST,
BUTOR

EMF

Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?

HEBREW
CONTRI-

OF LARGE

SUM

Julius Rosenwald of Chicago, head
of Sears, Roebuck & Company in re
sponse to an appeal made by President Taft for the colored Y. M. C. A.
of Washington, D. C, has pledged
$25,000 for that association's building,
providing $15,000 more is raised for
the purpose. This will be the fourth
city within four months to meet Mr.
Rosenwald's offer of $25,000, given on
condition that $75,000 more is obtained locally for an association building
for negroes. The first was at Chicago,
then Philadelphia, and Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Rosenwald, who Is a Hebrew, in
making the offer said that he did it
because as a Jew, he had felt the
Bevere racial antagonism the negro
met and sympathized deeply with
them In their struggle for a livelihood,
for education and health and recreation. From his acquaintance with the
Chicago organization, he believed the
Young Men's Christian Association
would be of the largest service In
benefitting the negroes In the cities.
President Taft in appealing to Mr. Rosenwald, to make an exception In the
case of the Washington association
which had already raised $60,000 before his offer was made, wrote:
"A Young Men's Christian Association In Washington for the colored
people, is more important than In any
other city that I fnow of. I believe
that If you could make your offer apply to Washington, they could probably raise an additional $15,000 and
thus make the required $75,000, but
I am reliably Informed that unless
you do this, the movement will fail.
I venture to write you thus, because
I am greatly Interested in the Young
Men's Christian Association and have
seen its good effects the world over.
Allow me to congratulate you on tak
Ing up a branch of that work which
has not heretofore been efficient, but
which has a very wide field of future
usefulness.
WILLIAM H. TAFT."
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SISTER OF MRS,
TAFT IS

10

WED

PLAYS

AND

INTERNATIONAL

PLAYERS

The new play in which Robert
Is to appear Is called "The Seventh Noon."
"The White Sister," Viola Allen's
success, will be used by stock companies this summer.
Wallace Munro has joined the David
Kelasuo forces, and is working on the
Paclflo coast.
Anna Huld Is to become a manager,
aa she has the rights to a play by
the author of "Madame X."
Gertrude KUlot is to produce a play
by Joseph Medill Patterson called "Rebellion " in Jersey City.
Ixiula Mann Is to appear in a play
called "On Kasy Terms" under the
management of W. A. Brady.
Julia Hay will be a member of
Frank Mclntyre's company is George
Bronnon Howard's play, "The Snobs."
Margaret Mayo Is writing a new
play for Charles Dillingham, and 's
is also turning "Baby Mine" into a

Hll-Har- d

MAJ. BUTT
OFFICIALS

AND
ARE GOSSIPING
AN ANNOUNCEMENT
IS EXPECTED IN NEAR FUTURE

Washington, May 25. Major Archi
bald Butt, aid to President Taft, shortly will be President Taft's brother
If by marrying the sister
Mrs. Taft will make Maior Butt as
sume such a relationship. Such is th
rumor. The statement
1
made In official circles that the
engagement of Major Butt to Mrs

RAILWAY SEEMS

I

Director and Manager of the Famous Coronado Band,
Which Will Give Two Concerts in Las Vegas, June

i,
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The Pan American railway, sometimes known as the Intercontinental
railway, will suroly bo const ruMed,
says the Railway Record. This nmy
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killed and wounded at Gettysburg,
Antieiam and Sbiloh combined. In
1910 the total was 3,054, or more than
ESTABLISHED 1879
twice as many as were killed and
wounded in the battles of Bunker
PUBLISHED BT
Hill. Fort Moultrie,' White Plains,
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Fort Washington, Monmouth and Cow-pen- s
( I HOOBrOKATCIl)
combined. Every one was a
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR useless sacrifice to a senseless barbarism.
.There are signs of an awakening.
The movement for a sane Fourth Is
wmilng favor and the effort to In- TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION" S. jtroduce it' in Las Vegaa by, supple- DAILY BY CARRIER
menting a baseball tournament and
06 horse racing, deserves a hearty co
Per Copy
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65 operation.
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One Year
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TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL

RESIDENTS OF FLATS
ALSO WANT A SEWER
STARTED
PROPERTY OWNERS

CAMPAIGN

FOR SANITARY

j

AMONG

STEEL STOCKS

THERE

SOLD HEAVILY

SYSTEM

Since the letting of the contract for
the construction of a sewer: system in
the hill district in the northern and
central portion of the city the resi
dents of the "flats" have started a
sewer building campaign. It is likely
they will be successful and that a sewer system covering the entire East
s!de will be the result of their activl
ties. Property owners have already
placed petitions in circulation and are
said to be securing signatures rapid

slow, generally steady. Native 3.tu
65.00; western $3.755.25; yearlings
$4.755.90; lambs, native 4.757.00;
western $5.757.25.

WHEAT

I Alilltl
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KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, May- - 25. Csttle-R- er
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IN SOUTHMarket steady.,; Native HIGH- TEMPERATURES
IN oelpts 4,000.
REDUCTION
REPORTS OF
RUNOF
southern steers
steerg $5.20(g6.20;
WEST HAD EFFECT
PRICES' OF PRODUCTS WAS
J 4.50 (g 5.60; southern cows and heif
NING PRICES UP
PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE
ers $3.004.60; native cows and heifers $3.006.00; stockers and feeders
tempera-ture- s
Chicago, May' 25. High
New York, May 25. Heavy selling $i.755.60; bulls $4.005.00; calves
in the southwest gave a preof United States Steel, following yes- $5.007.25;
western steers $5.00
text for bullish sentiment in wheat toterday's reports of a reduction in the 6.00; western cows $3.005.25.
featwas
the
Market day. Very little rain had fallen any12,000.
Hogs Receipts
prices of steel products,
ure of the Stock Exchange at the strong.
Bulk of sales $5.805.90; where In this country and European
opening today. Transactions In steel heavy $5.805.85; packers and butch requirements, it was predicted, would
aggregated 60,000 shares for the first ers $5.805.90; lights $5.855.'95.
be heavy during the next few weeks.
to 78. Prohalf hour at from 77
Sheep Receipts 5,000. Market 10 Lively commissions ran up prices rath-e- r
87
fessional operators took the long side cents loewr.
to
Muttons $4.00 5.00;
sharply. July started at
of the market when it became evi lams $6.007.50; fed wethers
and
to
off
gain and
a shade
dent that support was effectual, active yearlings $4.506.00; fed western rose to
The close in wheat
or more above their ewes $4.004.60.
stocks rising
was steady with July at a net gain
low prices. Later, steel declined to
of 1 of a cent.
rallied to 77. Bonds were
LIVERPOOL COTTON
77, but
There was a big trade in corn with
dull. On the recovery of United
25.
Cotton spot active competition for all offerings on
Liverpool, May
States Steel to 78 after noon, and quiet; prices 8 points lower. Ameri account of the lightness of country
a corresponding rally in some other can mid fair 8.82; good mid 8.50; mid sales.
to
nigner
July opened
leading stocks, the whole list became 8.28; low mid 8.08; good ordinary a: 52 to 52
and rose to
torpid in striking contrast to the ac 7.82; ordinary 7.57. Sales 6,000 bales. Corn closed steady with July 1 to 1
tivity of the. forenoon. The annunce-men- t
of a cent up.
of a $25,000,000 bond issue by
Bad crops advices sent oatB upward.
NEW YORK COTTON
a Union Paclflo subsidiary did not
to
to
up at 34
New York, May 2. Cotton spot July started
effect the Stock Exchange. The mar
to
advanced
34
and
34.
10
closed quiet
points lower. Mid upket closed dull and heavy, the last
First sales
Provisions were firm.
lands 15.90; mid gulf 16.15. Sales
sales being as follows.
with July.
cents
20
2
to
were
higher
1,000 bales.
66
Amalgamated Copper
$14.85 for pork; $.825 for lard, and
120
American Beet Sugar
$7.907.92 for ribs. The last quo
ST. LOUIS WOOL '
112
Atchison
were as follows:
tations
St. Louis, May 25. Wool Market
Greant Northern, pfd
128?f
Sept. 88.
Wheat,
July
western
and
unchanged.
Territory
New York Central
108
Corn, July
Sept 54. Oats,
mediums 1517; fine mediums 13
127
Northern Pacific
Pork, July
July 35; Sept.
15; fine 1112.
158
;
Reading
$14.90; Sept blank. Lard, July $8.22,
117
Southern Paclfio
Sept. $8.308.32. Ribs July $7.97;
NEW- YORK METAL
183
Union Pacific
New York, May 25. Standard cop- Sept. $7.92.
78
United States Steel
per dull; Spot and July $11.7512.00.
119
United States Steel, pfd
Lead dull, $4.404.50; Bal silver 53.
Is there anything in all this world
that Is of more Importance to you
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
tlian good digestion? Food must be
NEW YORK, MONEY
eaten to sustain life and must be diChicago, May 25. Cattle Receipts
New York, May 25. Call money 2
gested and converted into blood. When
4,500.
Mahket steady. Beeves $5.75
the digestion falls the whole body
prime mercantile paper 3
are
suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets
6.35; Texas steers $4.605.55; west 4. Mexican dollars 45.
a rational and reliable cure for indiern steers 14.8005. SO; stockers and
gestion. They Increase the flow of
feeders $3.905.75; cows and heifers
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
bile, purify the blood, strengthen the
$2.405.20; calves $5.258.00.
St. Louis, May 25. Spelter, steady, stomach, and tone up the whole diHogs Receipts 20,000. Market gen 5.22.
gestive apparatus to a natural and
healthy action. For sale by all
erally 5. cents higher. Lights $5.65
Now Is the time to get rid of your
6.05; mixed $5.656.00; heavy $5.40
rheumatism. You will find Chamber5.87; rough $5.405.60; good to lain's
effective.
Julian L'Estrange, leading man with
choice heavy $5.605.87; pigs $5.40 One Linimr it wonderfully
application will convince you of Billle Burke, is next season to play
5.95; bulk of sales $5. 80 5. 95.
Its merit. Try it For sale by all
the role of NIclas in "Thais."
Market druggists.
16,000.
Sheep Receipts

3.03
The desire to. attract attention by
being "dramatic" and original
OPTIC AND STOCK
many people Into making loose
GROWER
iy.
which are far more easily
tatements
One 7 ear
$2.00
,
The plan adopted by the residents
Fix Months
1.00 made than proved. This is especially
of the southern part of the city Is
conthan
true of destructive rather
Identical with that recommended by
(Cash in Advance for Mail
structive statements. In these days
CitizenB' sewer committee for use
the
Subscriptions.)
is
it
of faultfinding and "insurging
in
hill district, which was adopt
the
AT much easier to get into the papers
ALL PAPKRS DISCONTINUED
a
ed
unanimous vote of the coun
by
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
at
puDiic
and to make a little stir
PAID FOR.
cil.
As
many property owners as can
gatherings by attacking something
to
do so and are willing are
afford
Subscribers desiring address chang- than by praising something, ims
being requested to pledge themselves
ed please state both the old and the practice is not confined to politicians.
to pay for the sewer as it is connew address.
For some Inscrutable reason there lng.
structed. This will guarantee the rais
Remit by draft, check or money seems to be an abundance of iconoing of sufficient money to pay at least
order. If sent otherwise we will not clasts among educators and those who
half of the cost of construction. The
be responsible for loss.
discuss the educational system of the
remainder will be covered by sewer
Specimen copies free on application. country, a typical illustration being
the
of
certificates, which allow ten years in
wholesale
(denunciation
the
the
are guaranteed
Advertisers
which to complete the payments. The
largest dally and weekly circulation kindergarten system by a former edof any newspaper In Northeastern itor of one of the muckraking maga
Just above the buffet in the dining- - payments are made with the regular
New Mexico.
zines, whose "insurgent" activities ap room of a Richmond house there hangs annual taxes.
Should the residents of the "flats"
Entered at the Postoffice at East parently did not cease with the sever a huge, finely mounted antlered head.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- ance of his connection with the pub This trophy of the owner's hunting succeed in securing the required num
sion through the United States Mails licatlon.
prowess 1b fastened so firmly to the ber of signatures to their petitions,
as second class matter.
Th iHndrearten system is too wall that the glistening neck seems to which is highly likely, It will not reedbe coming right out through the plas quire much time for the council to
firmly entrenched in the favor of
THURSDAY, MAY 25, 1911.
take the preliminary steps necessary
ucators and patrons of the public ter.
When a little boy from the city saw before the allowing of the contract.
school to be disturbed by biting epi
TIIE.NOItlttAL OltADUATE
grama denouncing it as a producer of this decoration for the first time he The sewer certificate plan has been
"cream puff Intellects" and "vaude- eyed it with considerable curiosity and Investigated carefully by the council
"I wish I knew as much today as ville minds." Better use of the year very evident uneasiness. It looked and the Citizens' committee and has
1 did when I wore
cap and gown. I spent by the child of 5 or 6 years in almost too lifelike for comfort.
been found to be advantageous. The
that I could the
then
knew
absolutely
the
kindergarten could hardly be im
to
asked
be city administration is now familiar
Finally
youngster
solve every problem of government, agined, for the system fills the year excused and
with the red tape proceedings that are
from
his
slipped
chair,
and solve it right, too. Today I am with usefulness where It was former- going into the next room. He re- necessary in setting the plan in mo
illsure of it"
not
turned to the dining-rooly wasted, either in Idleness or In
flushed with tion.
'
The above remark was made by a advised, and premature study.
The embarrassment
man. as he watched a group kindergarten pupil is taken off the
v middie-aee"What's the matter, Harry?" asked
of the Benor Normal class in cap and streets and out of the way of busy his host
FORMER LAS VEGAS
sow ii. But he didn't mean that. The mothers at an age when serious ap
I wanted to see," explained the
of the Normal grad plication to regulation school routine f
hild, sheepishly, "If that animal's legs
uate is overdrawn and enlarged upon. would be a crime. The pupil 4s far were
WOMAN NEAR DEATH
really as long as that, or if he
""Now and, then there may be one who better
prepared for the regular work was standing on something in the next
that the accumulated wisdom of the school room by this year or two room." Lippincott's.
MRS. R. E. BROOKS RUN DOWN
than pupils who do not
has been cornered by him. of play-stud-y
Ibetteves
BY AUTOMOBILE WHILE CROSS-- .
is the exception and not the enjoy its benefits.
"I
not
like
to
is
have
to
feel
expected
little
my
a
The
have
proud,
kindergarten
boys get
rule. They
ING STREET IN PUEBLO
right
for they are passing one of the mile to turn out scholars, and only a shal- - the real sporting instinct while thev
stones of life Journey, and the first inv mind or one thlrstinsr for a Jit-It are young," confided a member of tho
Presence of mind a.ved the lit of
athletic club, "but I bate to have 'em Mrs. R. E. Brooke, formerly of Las
would denounco
victory has come to them and they tie cheap notoriety
'"
would be less than human if they fail- as an Integral part of the public use pa as the goat. I'll explain. My Vegas, when she was struck yester
ed to feel proud and happy over the school system. Probably It has its youngest is 8 years old, and that kid day morning in Pueblo, Colo., by a
faults, but it certainly has many vir is on the job every minute. I'll tell rapidly moving automobile. Mrs.
fact.
and the fact mat it is Deing you that.
tues
Normal
Well, he runs Into the Brook's was crossing the street when
graduates
The majority of
care but Uttle whether Italy lies be- more and more widely extended is hoi'se the other day, and hollers:
a big touring car driven by George
" Come out, dad- -I wantcha
of Its effectiveness in
ter Carlton swung round the corner. The
yond the Alps. They, are not going to sufficient proof
esof
its
the purposes
winna bet for me."
Italy. But they are filled with high accomplishing
machine was running at fully fifteen
"vaudeville
"T hustled right out
'What's the miles an hour. Seeing she would be
aspirations, or at least ought to be. tablishment The real
and
speakwriter
bet? says I
They have accomplished the first lap mind" is that of the
unable to get out of the way Mrs.
rath
ot the journey, end The Optic is not er who does destructive "stunts"
"'Jimmy Brian says his pa could Brooks seized the spring bar in front
think
er than constructive, legitibate
lick my pa, an' I bet he couldn't. Come of the machine. She was dragged
Koing to say that it rests with them
right down to the corner thy're all seventy-fiv- e
Carlton
what measure ot success they attain. ing.
feet before
o
waitin' for you!' " Cleveland Plain could stop the car. Mrs. Brooks re
But much of this depends upon them.
Dealjv.
SEC BETA It Y WILSON'S
But now and then a person goes up
ceived serious Injuries but will reItEPOBT
cover.
against such a bunch that even a Nor
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks resided in Las
rial graduate will have to go down 'be"The
Greeks
have
an
enormous
left
The comprehensive institution for norse
until about a year ago. Mr.
fore it So if they attain a moderate
Vegas
ouisiae tne wans," said one
measure of success in the life that the promulgation of popular ana
was a dispatcher for the Santa
Brooks
Trojan citizen. "Everybody is looking
now is, they should not feel discour esoteric philanthropies the depart at him."
Fe. When they removed to Pueblo
sent
aged. The man who builds a home, ment of agriculture has just
That's a bad sign," replied the he took a Bimilar position with this
In which
Mm
annual
behind
Mr. and Mrs.
another
report
out
leaves
and
his
debts,
paya
"I never knew of a horse ex road In that city.
other.
a family that makes good citizens, and the people of the United States are hibition that didn't involve a risk of Brooks lived in the house at 905
of interesting
r
street They have a large
if he does Ma duty toward his fellow tol da
hostilities." Washington Fourth
prolonged
number of friends In this city who
men, he has reached the fullest suc- things in that inimitable literary style Star.
will be glad to learn of Mrs. Brooks'
cess ot life. The country needs good which has characterized the works of
escape from what might have been a
citizens as well as good presidents, James' Wilson for fourteen years. In
Kindergarten Teacher Children, can fatal accident.
whether of the nation or railroads, oinnolner over this volume one is
and other great industrial enterprises. struck with the amazingly common you tell me what animals belong to
It Is all right to be president if you place way in which the author pre the cat family?
Warning to Railroad Men
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
Charlie Peterson Tigers, lions and
can, but don't count too much on it, sents stupendous deductions and con
sends out this warning to railroaders:
but count on being a good, useful elusions For instance, were calmly mice.
conductor on the railroad, my
Teacher Oh, no Charlie, not mice. "A
citizen of the community in which you informed that the uroducts of the
work caused a chronic inflammation
do
1910
Charlie
Yes,
ma'am,,
they
they
live, and if you accomplish that you American farms for the year
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
reach the highest type of manhood reached a total value of $8,926,000,000, do when our cat and kittens get them. and all played out A friend advised
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
News.
and the highest measure of success.
which Is larger than that of 1909 by
I commenced taking them, I began to
o
some $305,000,000, an Increase that is
,
my strength. The Inflammaregain
rather small for recent years."
The Customer (trying phonograph) tion cleared and I am far better than
THE DAY OF OA UN' AGE
From the formal letter of transmis
There's something wrong with these I have been fof twenty years. The
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
to the last fact
the
to
sion
'president
grand opera records. There's a hor of the past and I highly recommend
In the meantime, while straining
the
on
crude
of
the
camphor,
subject
rible racket in each one that spoils the Foley Kidney Pllla." O. G. Scahefer
for, international peace, one reform
and Red 'Cross Drug Co.
effect.
at our doorstep would stimulate the report deals in tabular suprelatives.
Mr. Wilson Is nothing if not versaBut
of
One
Demonstrator
cross
The
roads
Ah,
at
yes.
sentiment
every
peace
In the nation, July 4 commemorates tile. He can fire a volley of figures our latest effects. That's the conver Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N: i (George, Irondale, Ala., was
a great event It is deplorable that that stagger and stun, and then purr satlon in the boxes. Wonderfully realwith
bothered
to
the
a
kidney, trouble for many
in
apostrophe
'
literary
softly
istic. Chicago Daily News.
Its celebration has been turned into
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-lean apothesls of firearms1 and pow woodland nymphs who preside over
Kidney Remedy, and before takabthree days I could feel its beneit
der. This practice for a century has the forest service. We may be
ing
Hoho Ma'am, I'm hungry, I'll do ficial effects. The
In the degrading character ot
pain left my back,
lwwerfully fanned the warlike epirit sorbed
Kock--whi- ch
my kidney action cleared up, and I
anything for some food.
of the nation, especially in the minds the Amblomma Maculatum
Housewife Poor man! I won't am so much better. I do not hesitate
we find out accidentally is th
of the young; a spirit hostile to tho
Foley Kidney RemHere's a fine hot to recommend
make
sudyou work.
tick.
then
Gulf
coast
and
cattle
dehigh concept ot human relations
edy." O. G. .Scahefer and Red Cross
hands.
wash
breakfast
on
your
just
manded of the present age. To think denly find ourselves transported
Drug Co.
Hobo Ma'am, I said I was hungry
of the settlement of human differ- the wings of poetic fancy into those
not starvin' and desperate Toledo
ences chiefly tn terms of bullet and Elyslan fields where bloom the big
For soreness of the muscles whethBlade.
ot
the
colored
glories
er induced by violent exercise or inplates depicting
powder doe not aid America in the
jury, Chamberlain's Liniment is extask she has set herself of adjust the seductive Tampopan persimmon
cellent This liniment Is also highly
arid
the
of
ravishing pictorial mockery
In the Wake of the Measles
ing opposing forces by the weapon
esteemed for the relief it affords in
raspberry.
O.
B.
of peace he ballot Her (destiny
Mrs.
son
of
Palmer, cases of rheumatism. Sold by all
The little
Is
of
one
there
of
feature
the
However,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles
hinges upon the accomplishment
report that' is new and indicates a The result was a severe cough which
tills task.
novel departure from established rou- grew worse and he could not sleep.
On Its material aide this misdirectSick headache results from a disorShe eays: "One bottle of Foley's
Secretary Wilson pays particular Honey and Tar Compound completely dered condition of the stomach, and
t ed sentiment levies a fearful toll. Hos- -' tine.
has never; been can be cured, by the use of Chamber-Iain'- s
pilal and police preparations for the attention to analyzing those features cured him eid he
;
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
whooping
celebration resemble those for a great of production and distribution which bothered since.' Croup
s
it. For sale by all druggists,all yield to
battle. During the last eight years so seriously affect the farmer's prices. cough, measles, cough
Honey and Tar Compound.: Thettfti killed and wounded la the Unit He shows that the cost of distributing mcniifna la In tho vpllnw TIBCkflee
I
Liggets' commencement candy at
were
farm products Is abnormal and has waya. Refuse substitutes.
O. G.
ed Spates, from these accidents
Murphey's.,
over S7.000, This is as' many, as were much to do with the era of expensive Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
WEEKLY

IS

living. It is set forth by facts and
figures that farmeri do not profit by
the high prices that the consumers of
the cities have to pay for such staples
as butter and eggs, poultry, and milk.
The dairy farmer, for . Instance, receives a scant 50 per cent of the price
paid by the consumers for milk. Poultry almost doubles In price between
the farmer and the consumer and the
producers of eggs receive an insuffi
cient share of the ultimate price. In
swer to the frequent charge that the
railroads get an unfair proportion of
the increased cost of farm products,
"The railSecretary Wilson says:
road, generally speaking, adds a percentage of increase to the farmers'
He also
prices that is not large."
points out that "after delivery by the
railroad the products are stored a
short time, are measured into the various retail quantities, more or less
small, and the dealers are rid of them
aq soon as possible. The dealers have
risks that are practically small, ex
cept credit sales and such risks as
grow out of their trying to do an
amount of business that is small as
compared to their number." Evident
ly the middleman is the person who
pockets the unreasonable profits that
are derived from the high cost of liv
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ELECTION FRAUD

PERSONALS

The Prescriplionisl

J. Frank Cures, the Wagon Mound
banker, was a visitor In Las Vegas
today.
George Abercrombie ot Antonchico

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything
depend.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment

wa'a

CHARGES

w ERE

DISPROVED

Springer.

Mrs Gua Lehman and Miss Emma
Careful investigation by the terriZimmerman are spending a week at
torial
grand jury has demonstrated beHermit's lodge.
a
doubt that the statements of
yond
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe division masthe
ter mechanic, is here from his home the enemies of statehood before
at
committee
Washingcongressional
in Raton on official business.
ton to the effect that the election of
T. B. Catron, the prominent Santa
to the constitutional condelegates
Fe lawyer and politician, was in Las
was characterized by fraudvention
Vegas today on court business.
ulent methods, were not hased upon
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Postoffice Inspector W. A. Golden, the
slightest truth. The grand Jury
accompanied by Mrs. Golden, left last la its final report to Judge Clarence
Phone Main 3
night for Phoenix, Ariz., on a business J. Roberts yesterday afternoon stated
trip.
that it had examined many witnesses
Mrs. York, who has been here for and probed the charges to the bottom
some time visiting her son, John H. and had found no evidence to warrant
York, returned today to her home In It in believing that frauds had occurUniversity of
Carrolton, Mo.
red in San Miguel county at the elecMounted Policeman A. A. Sena re- tion last year.
turned this afternoon from Alamo- The grand jury reported havlnl
cases and regordo, where he went a short time examined into forty-twon offlical business.
thlrty-flvIts re
turned
Indictments.
ago
Albuquerque, N. M.
A. McCready, division traveling en port in full follows:
lit the district court, for the Fourth
glneer for the Santa Fe, was among
the visitors In Las Vegas today. Mr. Judicial district, Territory of New
Scbool 1911 MrCready's headquarters are in Ra- Mexico, county of San Miguel, May
ton.
term, A. D. 1911.
Captain W. C. Reid, a prominent
Report of Grand Jury
Roswell lawyer and Mrs. Reld, former
To
the Honorable Clarence J. RobSix Weeks, June 5 to
Las Vegans, arrived this afternoon
associate
erts,
justice of the supreme
and will be the guests ot Mr. and
July 14
court
of New Mexico,
of
the
territory
Mrs. Clarence Iden for a few days.
and judge of the Fdurth Judicial dis- George P. Learnard of the LearnPrincipal Subjects Offered:
within and foi
ard and Lindemann Music company of court, thereof, fitting
San Miguel county.
General History, English
Albuquerque, was one of the arrivals
Sir: The grand jury heretofore em
in this city this afternoon.
He will
Literature, Physics,
for the May, 1911, term of the
paneled
spend a short time here looking after district court for San
Chemistry, Zoology,
Miguel county
business affairs.
beg leave to submit the following as
Classics, jModern
Its final report;
Languages, Special Courf We
have been in session nine days
ses for High School
and during said time we have exam'
BASEBALL
r
SCORES;
Instructors. Vocal and
ined into forty-tw-o
cases and have re
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS 4
Instrumental Music.
turned thirty-fiv- e
Indictments.
There have been a few cases of a
4
serious nature committed within the
National League
limits of our county since the last
Fee for
Course
R. H. B. term
Score:
of court, that is, during the
3
2
5
Boston
Five Dollars
of the last six months, hut most
period
4 8 3
Chicago
of tie cases coming to us for investi
R.H.B.
Score: were minor oiensies, ana we
Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
1 2 2 gation
Cincinnati
congratulate the people of San Miguel
1
2
8
New York
county that the lawk of our territory
R.H.E. are
Score:
being generally f obeyed therein
Circular of Information on
0 4 2
Pittsburg
and that peace and good order pre...4
Brooklyn
"application to the Registrar
vails within the "limits of the county.
R. H E.
Score:
of the University.
A citizen of the coijuty appeared be
3
4
6
St. Louis
fore
the grand Jury anl requested that
2 6 2
Philadelphia
we make an examination into alleged
election frauds, which he said occur
American League
red during the elections held during
E.
R.H.
Score:
the year 1910, for members to the con
5 11 2
Washington
stitutional convention and for the rati
2
10
6
(Detroit .
R.H.E. fication or rejection of the constltU'
Score:
9 17
1 tion, and other elections held within
Philadelphia
2 the county within the fast three years,
6
1
Cleveland
'
He was requested to furnish us with
R.H.E.
Score:
names of witnesses whom we could
3
1
0
Boston
1 4 0 summon before us and thereby make a
St. Louis
thorough examination into the charg
R.H.E.
Score:;'
A
number of names
3
5 0 es preferred.
Chicago;;.
him and these parwere
2
21
6
by
suggested
New York
ties were summoned and appeared
Foley Kidney "Pills take hold of your and testified before the grand Jury.
and help you to rid yourself of We made a very careful, thorough and
system
of mayour dragging backache, dull head- searching examination into the charge
ache, nervousness. Impaired eyesight, of election frauds, and as well the
and of all the Ills resulting from the
Impaired action of your kidneys and charge of keeping open of saloons
cheerfulbladder. Remember it Is Foley Kid- during the days upon which the elecO. G. Schae-fe- r tions were held, and the
ney Pills that do this.
jury, after
and Red Cross Drug Co.
listening to the evidence presented,
i
unanimously decided that there was no
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medK
cine. They are hea'lng, strengthen- evidence sufficient to bring in any ining, antiseptlo and tonic. They act dictment against anyone charged with
and Red the violation of the election laws or
quickly.. O. G. Schaefer
Cross Drug' Co.
Phone Main 357.
of the law prohibiting the keeping
of saloons on election days. The
open
CLASSIFY
TOO LATE TO
evidence brought out showed very conwere conSALE Thoroughbred Jersey clusively that the elections
FOR
and lawducted in a straight-forwar- d
Elev1007
$4S.
Call
PILLS,
CHICHESTER
heifer, fresh,
ful way, no witness being able to preenth street.
IMgrnom iiniidA
sent sufficient evidence of perjury or
IMIls in Red and tiold
boxes. fialed with Blue Ribbon. V
Girl for general house illegal voting, or that any saloons
WANTED
other. Buy of your J'
Take
a part of the testiIrrngtrt.
work. Small family, Mrs. Haviland, were open, and
RKf. RufMt. Atwftvs Reliable
mony that was introduced before us
avenue.
133
Railroad
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
was purely hearsay. Charges of as
saults, disorder, and intimidation at
the voting places in the various precincts of the county, made by the
same complaining witness, received
our attention and were carefully investigated, and we found that there
was no sufficient evidence to support
-these charges or show that any serious trouble of this kind had occurred at any of the voting places within San Miguel county. '
A committee appointed from our
all
to whom-am- ong
body, to examine into the condition of
Classified ads! search out the people
the county property, and the offices
the
particular thmgis worth most.
of those who MIGHT BUY-of the various officials of the county
someto
MOST
w&? &
fa WORTH
submitted to us its report, which is
That property
herein and made a part
Incorporated
reads
who
one
here.
our
of
report,
hear of your property unless jtweradvertised
Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the
Jury:
. .
, - We, your committee, appointed to
investigate , conditions of the . county
-i-cle, of usefulness of any
offices and buildings respectfully rev
V
,
,
)
-- mL
sort, and musical instruments.
port.,.
i,,...
. 3
Vw all oossible buyers, ot all

New flexico

o

e

Summer

TONIGHT

Mattings

business visitor in Las Vegas

today.
RIGID INVESTIGATION BY GRAND
Rev. Father Paul Gilbertson returnJURY SHOWS THEM TO HAVE
ed last night from a short trip to
BEEN MOONSHINE

in prescription filling.
Every
Prescription
our
leaving
store Is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

CLASS PLAY AT
"HODGES"
Fibre Rugs and THE DUNCAN
Just lecelved in all the new 1911
Patterns and Colorings. We hereby quote them at the same prices

as quoted recently by a big Denver house, only, ours are Wool anil
Fibre, while theirs were Fibre only.
6 ft.x9 i!. Rugs, at
$ 8.00
7 ft. 6 in xlO ft. 6 in. Rug3 at. 9.00
8 ft. 3 lu.xl0 ft 6 in. Rugs at 9.50
9x9 Rugs at
9.50
9x12 Rugs at...
10.00
FIBRE MATTING, the "Hodges
Kind," reversible and fast colors,
all the new designs and colon,
36 inch 35c yard.
$4.35 for those
$7.50 room slza
9x12 ft Japanese Rugs in
beautiful floral and Oriental
designs.
ALL THESE PRICES HOLE
GOOD FOR WEEK ENDING MAT
20TH.

.Heavy

2

inch ' post Brass

Bee

$11.9
$16.50, value
$10.65 for 2 inch Vernls Marti
Steel Bed, ask for No. 1335. ,
$6.25 for Child's Vernls Martin
Iron Crib, size 24x48 Inches, with
high sides well built and substan-

tial
SPECIAL

NOTICE

We will glady meet all Catalogue
House Competition, bring in a leaf- lec showing the article wanted- - and
WE WILL DUPLICATE THEIR
PRICE3 on any item In our line,
saving you drayage, letter writing,
delay and money orders. Let us
show you facts and figures, the
same as wr have done in .dozens
of cases.

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

......

First class work
and best

terials is my

motto. Estimates

ly given.

.

H. T. Davis
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As the classmea
sorts of., things, tney nave
possible
r
best markets!
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OF THE PUBLIC

'

"The Strenuous Life," a clever play,
this evening in the
Duncan opera house by the members
of the senior class of the, high school
assisted by other students of the
schools. The play is full of funny
situations. It depicts the joys and
sorrows of a young college Btudent.
There is mixed in the lines lots of
local color and the audience is sure
to be pleased.
The cast of characters is as follows:
Edward Meloney
Nugata
Prof. Magee
Jesse Reynolds
Tom Harrington
John Webb
Leo Condon
Reginald Black
"James Wobberts, Freshman".....
Tom Trudor
N.
Byron Harrington. .Frank McCullough
Dan Davenaut
Leslie Swallow
Prof. Wm. James
Chas. Dougherty
Leo Regensberg
Dawley
Two Freshmen
...Vernon Schlott, Clifford Stewart
Mrs. Wigginton Wiggins ..,
Ruth Schlott
Ruth Thornton
Hilda McVey
Dulcie Harrington
Gladys McVey
Marian Davenaut
Audrey Burns
Mrs. McGulre
Marie Meloney
Place of Action Reception Hall of
Mrs. Wiggins' Boarding House for College Students, Berkeley, Calif.

ROSENTHAL
Opposite Y. M, C. A.
East Las Vegas, N. fl.
it in perfect order. We have interviewed the"1 prisoners and find that
they have no complaint to make as
to their treatment, or to the food that
U furnished them by the sheriff, of
the county.
find

Offices

We visited the different county of
fices, and find that the books and
records are kept in good condition,
and the business of the various coun
ty offlceB Is conducted in a most ex
cellent manner. The county commissioners, very properly, have recently
made needed improvement and re
pairs in the county court house, and
the same is now in most excellent
condition and repair.
The present
janitor, Mr. Segura, is careful and at
tentive and painstaking in his duties
and keeps the corridors and offices cf
the court house cleanly.
Respectfully submitted,
H. C. de Baca,
Peter W. Frank,
Lorenzo Tapia,
Isldor Sandoval.
Having concluded our labors, with
thanks to your Honor, and other court
officials for courtesies shown us during our session, we respectfully ask
to be discharged.
Respectfully submitted,
FREDERICK H. PIERCE,
Foreman.
FLORENTINO MONTOTA, Clerk.

si

will be produced

JUDGE ROBERTS TO
ADDRESSGRADUATES

THE

the

51

HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS WILL PERFORM FOR EDIFICATION

HE WILL BE CHIEF SPEAKER AT
COMMENCEMENT
EXERCISES
OF HIGH SCHOOL

Judge Clarence J. Roberts will to
morrow evening deliver the address
to the graduating class of the Las
Vegas hlgfh school. The commencement exercises will be held In the
Duncan opera house and will be open
to the public. Six young people will
be graduated. For the first time In
several years the young men equal in
number the girls. The members of
the class are Leo W. Condon, John S.
Webb, OIHe Audrey Burns, Frank W.
Winters, Hilda Marguerite Lewis,
Ruth Hemans Schlott.
Judge Roberts is a speaker of ability. This is practically the first occasion on which he has addressed a
large audience in Las Vegaa since his
appointment as judge of the Fourth
judicial district. Excellent musical
numbers will be included in the program. These are to be furnished by
the high school girls' chorua and the
Las Vegas Symphony orchestra.
'

the Right Kind of Help?
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
right kind of help to neutralize and
remove the poisons that cause backache, headache, nervousness, and
and bladder aliments." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Do You Have

oth-kidne- y

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the
finest draught beers served over any

bar in the city.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

Restored to Health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
A woman who is sick and suffering, and won't at least
try a medicine which has the record of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, is, it would almost seem, to blame
for her own wretchedness.
Read what this woman says:
Richmond, Mo. " When my second daughter was eighteen
months old I was pronounced a hopeless invalid hy specialists.
1 had a consultation of doctors and
said I had a severe case
of ulceration. I was in bed for tenthey
had sinking spells,
weeks,
and was pronounced to be in a dangerous condition.
My father
insisted that we try Lydia 13. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
and brought me bix bottles. I soon began to improve, and before it had all been taken I was as well and strong as ever, my
friends hardly recognized me so great was the change." Mrs.
Woodson Branstetter, Kichmond, Mo.
There are literally hundreds of thousands of women in
the United States who have been benefited by this famous
old remedy, which was produced from roots and herbs over
thirty years ago by a woman to relieve woman's suffering.
, Read what another woman says :
Jonesboro, Texas. "I have used Lydia E. Pinkham's
ble Compound for myself and daughter, and consider Vegetait unequalled for all female diseases. I would not be without it for
I wish every mother in America could be
anything.
to use it as there would be less suffering among ourpersuaded
sex then.
1 am
always glad to speak a word of praise for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and you are at liberty to use this
testimoniaL" Mrs. James T. Lawrence, Jonesboro, Texas.
Since we guarantee that all testimonials which we publish are genuine, is it not fair to suppose that if Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had the virtue to help
these women it will help any other woman who is suffering
from the same trouble ?
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit,
trouble appears which
iii , if thedoslightest
not understand, write to Mrs.is
yNj? you
Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., for her advice it
A SrlNJuiAM
free and always helpf uL

LAS VEGAS
7T HIS VICINITY has a cllaate of unsurpassed healthfulness with-out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 inches, average, occur
ring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile an! easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically. Is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality is quarried
' '
,
;;.
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent gras-ln- g
for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
'

May 24th, 1911.

IS YOUR SKIN

ON

FIRE?

'
j
Does it seem to you that1 you can't
stand another minute of that awful
burning itch?
That it MUST be cooled?
That you MUST have relief?
Get a mixture of Oil of Winter-green- ,
Thymol, and other soothing Ingredients as compounded only In D.
D. D. Prescription.
The very first drops STOP that aw-ful burning instantly!
The first drops soothe, and heal.
D. D. D. gives you comfo- rtcleanses the skin of all Impurities and
washes away pimples and blotches
over nlghtf
.
Take our word on it as your local
druggist.
Get a $1.00 or a 25 cent bottle to

San MiguelNational Ban
CmpHmlPmldM

9100,000.00

Eds Utgas

CUNNINOHAM,
President,
FRANK SPRINOER, Vic. President,
D.T.HOSKINS, Cuhler,:

Murplum

tao.ooo.oo

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Dollars Grow
'.t'r.'

m

fj

i.'

very rapidly if you. place them to your credit here
at our bank.
We !pay per cent interest on all of

Our Savings Accounts.'

day.
K. D. Goodall.

CONTRACTOR, and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
That we have visited the jail and
Building job Work a Specialty.
Investigated its sanitary condltidn, and Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.

J. M.

..

m WA

i

'

Why not provide for the future by making your
start now? We solicit the accounts of those who
seek a repository for their money where
safety is
fully assured.
,

US

:
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OF
OF DISSOLUTION
PARTNERSHIP
Notice la hereby given, that the
partnership lately subsisting between
Hugh Calloway and Horace II. Lowe,
under the firm of Calloway and Lowe,
as on the 27th day of April, 1911,
dissolved by the said Hugh Calloway
having withdrawn from same and seal
ing his Interest to Sylvester Swadley.
The new firm will conduct the bus!- of s under the style of Low & Swaii- ley. All debts owing to said partnership are to be received by the said
firm of Lowe & Swadley and all de
mands and bills against said firm are
to be paid and settled by the firm of
Lowe & Swadley.
Dated Lasj Vegas, New Mexico thl3
7th day of April, 1911.
NOTICE

1

15he Optic

COLUMN
'i.iiiiiiiiy;HHiU

l

I

HUGH CALLOWAY,
H. H. LOWE,
S. SWADLEY.

IN

BE
Optic's Number, Main 2.

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERof Charles Reinhardt, deceased.
TISEMENTS,
Territory of New Mexico,
five cents per line each Insertion.
County of San Miguel.
Estimate aix ordinary words to a
Office of the Probate Cleik,
line. No ad to occupy less space than
of San Miguel, N. M.
two lines. All advertisements charg To All Whom It May Concern, Greet- ed will be booked at space actually
tlng:
set, without regard to number of
7ou are hereby notified that the
words. Cash In advance preferred 14th day of July A. D. 1911, has been
fixed by the Honorable Probate Court,
In and for the County and Territory
aforesaid, as the day to prove the
403 last will and testament of said Charles
WANTED Dining room girl.
Reinhardt, deceased.
Railroad avenue.
In Testimony Whereof, I have here
.WANTED Cattle and horses to pas unto set my hand and affixed the
ture. Plenty of grass and water, seal of the Probate Court this ISth
day of May, A. D. 1911.
Close In. Ackerman dairy.
Hunker & Hunker, attorney for es
WANTED Teachers for schools. Ad tate
LORENZO DELGADO.
dress D. T. Baldwin, San Antonio. (Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.
Texas.

Wanted

Eitray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom It
nay concern that the following de-cribed estray animal was taken up by
Elam & Lane'.ess, Estancla, N. M.
To wit: One red sorrel mare, 13
fared 14 Vi hands
year-- : old, blazed
.

THE LOBBY

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

BEST GOODS

THE

high.

Branded
i
A
On right hip
Branded
On right shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 6, 1911, said date being l
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sola
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerquo, N. M.
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26. '11.

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

AND

LODGE

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

always welcome to the
W. O. Wood, sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.
brothers

NO. 2, A. F.

DAILY OPTIC S

wigwam.

com-

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting broth,
ers cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
A. M,

THE

HANDLED

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Brothers are .cordially invited. O.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
Condon, Secretary

B. P. O. ELKS
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Taular conclave second Tues-- F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
Lr"1' day In each month at Ma
day evenings each month, at Fra
sonic
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Temple at 7:30 p. m. J. u
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it Rnncher. S. C: Chas. Tamme. Re
Brothers cordially Invited to attend.
may concern that the following de- corder.
B. P. McGulre. President: E. C.

scribed estray animal was taken up by
Ward, Secretary.
E. Starr. Schroeder, N. M.
CHAPTER NO. 3,
VEGAS
LAS
One bay horse 9 years old,
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
feet 7 nches high, weight 750 lbs.
Convocation first Monday
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Branded
in each month at Ma
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
On right hip
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
building. Visiting members are cor
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
Branded
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
On left hip
P.; Chas. H- - Sporleder,
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
Said animal being unknown to thir secretary.
Board, unless claimed by owner on o
I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
before Jun 6, 1911, sale! date being 10 RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
S. Meets second and fourth Thursdays after last appearance of this au
their hall on Sixth street- - All visitvertisement, said eetray will be Bold
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
ing brethren cordially invited to atby this Board for the benefit of thi
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
owner when found.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell Secretary.
Albuquerquo, N. Al
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
First pub. May 16, last pub.May26.il
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
C- - V.
Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
Tc-w- it:

B

ffl

NO
LODGE
1, LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
DORADO
EL
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom
Meets
PYTHIAS
OF
KNIGHTS
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA-may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Meets the second and fourth Fri
every Monday eve
jvi. u. Keenan, springer. N. M.
ning in Castle hall.
days of each month in the W- - O.J
To wit: One bay horse,
weight
W. hall, at S p. m.
Christopher
Visiting Knights are
about 950 lbs., 6 years old.
Venerable
George
Consul;
Clay,
A first class seamstress,
WANTED
invited.
cordially
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Llebsch-nie- r,
Chas.
E.
Inquire Mrs. Ward, 902 Third St.
On left hip
In the District Court, County of San
deputy. Visiting Neigh
Chancellor assistant
Miguel.
Said animal being unknown to th
are
bors
cordially Invited.
Commander.
Harry
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Fred Llndemann
Martin, Keeper of
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
vs
No. 7271
DENTISTS.
Records and Seal.
after
of
last
ad
days
this
appearance
Mabel
A.
Llndemann.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
said estray will be sod
vertisement,
You, the said defendant, Mabel A. by tlhis Board for the benefit of the
scriptions. Notary seals and rec
F. R. LORD
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Llndemann are hereby notified that a owner when found.
ords at The Optlo office.
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
DENTIST
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
suit in Divorce has been commenced
and third Wednesdays of each
N. M.
ron SALE Buff Plymouth Rock against you in the District Court for First pub. May 16,Albuquerque,
Office
Pioneer
Building
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
last pub. May 26, '11
4
3
Rooms
and
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money the County of San Miguel, Territory
W.
hall. A. E. Hay ward. F. M.;
Office
Phone Main 57
must accompany order. Mrs, Mag- of New Mexico, by said Fred Llnde
mem
Visiting
Secretary.
Estray Advertisement
Phone Main 4tS
Residence
mann, on the grounds of desertion
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R
Notice is hereby given to whom it
bers cordially invited.
ana aoanaonment, tnat unless you may concern that the following deenter or cause to be entered your ap scribed estray animal was taken up by FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
,
Juan WeldJ, Tucumcari, N. M.
pearance In said suit on or before the
DENTIST
102 Meets every Monday night at
One mare.
26th day of June, A. D. 1911, decree
Schmidt
In
hall
their
the
building,
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
KOR RENT Two well furnished
Branded
Pro Confesso therein will be rendered
at
west
Fountain
of
eight
Square,
housekeeping rooms. Inquire New
at office and residence.
On left shoulder
against you.
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- Optic hotel.
Branded
Geo. H. Hunker, Las Vegas, New
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presiOn left thigh
ATTORNEYS
for Plaintiff.
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
FOR
RENT Five-roomodern Mexico, attorney
JOHN
Said
animal
to
unknown
Clerk.
this
JOERNS,
being
C.
Treasurer.
tary;
Baily,
house. Inquire 825 Third street.
Geo. H- - Hunker
Joard, unless claimed by owner on or
Chester A. Hunker
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
HUNKER & HUNKER
days after last appearance of this ad
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
Attorneys at Law
vertisement, said estray will be sold
In the vestry Las Vegas
this Board for the benefit of the
month
of
the
by
day
New Mexico
of
Charles
How
1
deceased
LOST
Bradley,
pair of gold rim spectacles
owner when found.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
In case between 916 National and Territory of New Mexico,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Las Vegas hospital. Return to OpCounty of San Miguel,
Albuquerque, N. M.
MASSAGK
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
Office of the Probate Clerk, Count First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11.
tic office.
Sec
Charles
Greenclay,
President;
of San Miguel, N. M.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
retary.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet
Estray Advertisement
TAX PAYMENT NOTICE
Masseuse and Midwife
Is hereby given to whom it
Notice
ing:
The second halt of taxes of A. D.
concern that the following de- RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth Residence Phone
Main 308
f
You are hereby notified that the may
scribed estray animal was taken up bv
1910 Is payable now and will be delin
Parlor
Phone
fourth
Massage
Vegas 75
erhood hall the sleep of the
18th day of July, A. D. 1911, haB been Rocky Mountain Supply Co. Koehler,
In Las Vegaa Thursdays, Fridays
quent and subject to a penalty after
each
eighth
month,
of
Thursday
fixed by the Honorable Probate Court, N. M.
June 1, 191L
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9 or 10
One
horse
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Estray Advertisement
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Albuquerque, N. M.
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being
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after
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my strength..
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Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken up by
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after
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Depart
ficial effects. The pain left my back,
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much
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"Here's where Gibby makes a home
run." And after Glbby fails to make
the home run, he checks up bis ao
count with Moreland
One day last sumr:er along in AuHARD LUCK
TALES TOLD BY gust, Greuber, according to the vital
The total wealth of the four prin4.B8.
statistics, owed Moreland
It
TRUTHFUL
BALL
cipal nations of the world stood as folhappened that when Gibson came to
,
FLAYERS.
bat in the seventh inning John was
lows at the latest dates:
busy or not paying close attention,
United States. 1910... $125,000,000,000
aad for the first time in four years he
Great Britain, 1909.... 68.725,000,000
PULONT PASS THE NINTH failed to yell: "Here'a where Glbby
v.. 83,000,000,000
Fiance, 1909
makes a home run." Moreland called THE
BATTLESHIP
WYOMING,
63,500,000,000
to him: "Are you on, John?" "Naw,"
Germany, 1909
remarked Greuber.
"Not this time. AMERICA'S LATEST AND MOST
Tou see, I failed to call when he came
$360,225,000,000
POWERFUL DREADNOUGHT
Grand total
LOU..V.... Wou- w
H,v,
to bat, and that's a hunch he won't
of wealth
.
accretion
the
to
Reverting
8cor,r-H.rd Luck hit that home run today." And the
B.t--,
Brldwell', Cla..le.
Philadelphia, May 25. Surpassed It may be observed that the annual
first ball pitched Gibby hit into the
left field bleachers for a home run.
by none an,d equaled only by her own Increase at the present time in the
8 HUGH 877uLLERTON.
sister ship, which Us not yet completAl Bridwell, the popular Mttle short ed, America's latest and greatest' war- four countries named is approximate
stop of the New York Giants, lives ship, the battleship Wyoming, was ly as follows: United Spates, 3& per
2
U with his hand and
down
per cnt;
at Portsmouth on the Ohio river
aa
ha
feet,
at the yards of tbe cent; Great Britain,
and he has a story of a play which launched today
2 per cent; Germany, 2 per
France,
is a classic. Every one knows tha Cramp Ship and Engine Building cent.
of the Ohio river as re- company at Kensington. There was
"ho Just then
hit- - peculiarities
These rates of interest, when com11 1
floods
and droughts. Well, no untoward incident to mar the ceregards
double capital in 20V4, 28 and
'
pounded,
a
this is a story of both.
monies, which were witnessed by
35
and
years respectively, so that,
"When we were kids," relates Brid- distinguished gathering of naval folk
,nd no 0M out' Burk9
?r7
the
should
"we
a
had
hard
well,
progress of all these natime
wou,
finding and official representatives of the
duUzer
bunt
"nP
toward third
level
ball
at the same rate until
. he came
because
tions
continue
there is state of Wyoming, in honor of which
grounds,
creep- hardly enough level ground around
wealth
of the United States
the
1S50,
by ,oot- sea
the powerful
to
hit commonwealth
and throw to aecond Portsmouth to make a
would exceed that of all the others
was
named.
In Urn, to forca the
runner there. on. So we used to wait for low water fighter
combined.
85 fel from the
For the first time in the many
plate
That is not likely to happen. Be
cut loose full force at
years that the cramps nave ueeu
fore that date our Z
fMt ball and hit It
per cent rate
to:
machines
at
straight Burke
building the big fighting
3 per cent,
like a rifle shot The
will
to
most
fall
likely
third hasemaa
the United States navy the general
saw it coming aad
even to 24 per cent; in other
perhaps
dropped to the
tie
from
barred
was
attending
public
rround like a flash, the ball whizzed
words, to the rates current in the
n over third base
launching. No one was permitted to
and down the line
states of Europe. The commuolder
of
a
card
without
enter the yards
Wt.
run scored and
of
Interests, the exploitation of
nity
Louisville was behind. Ub in the
admission. The enforcement of the
natural
the leveling tendenresources,
the
stand, near the front, a wild-eyeto
was
new rule
due, according
fan
cies of commerce, and the adoption
stood and howlxi- explanation of the company officials,
"Oh. you shirker, you yellow quit- to extraordinary conditions arising of a common medium of value (gold
maae yau dodge?"
from the great size of the Wyoming. metal) render this consummation
"My boy." called Burke in
inevitable.
reply,
So huee is the" mammoth hulk that
this Is a game of skill, not
These researches and comparisons
courage."
it completely filled the great shed
bearing upon
built over the cradl and rendered it have an
That LouisTille club last season
had about the queerest run of hard
impossible to build the customary the probable value of long bonds. It
luck of any team in
stands about the prow for the ac is evident that so long as capital, barIt was
a pretty fair ball club,history.
extent Uiat th
commodation of the spectators. Pro ring wars, accidents, expenses and
infield was shot to pieces by
vision was made only for the chris risks, can earn 34 per cent, a 3 per
drafting
vi mo major leagues, and at times it
tening party and a lew distinguished cent or 2 per cent long bond cannot
played good ball. The great trouble
be worth par. On the other hand, if
guests.-- .
was that it couldn't get orer the ninth
The christening, party, headed by capital, as Rhown by the rate of in
Inning. During the season the team
They and the Umpire Swam to Shore. Miss Dorothy Eunice Knight, daugh
won one game in the ninth
inning and
lost 29 in the final round after they and play ball in the river bed. One ter of a former thief justice of the 93 feet, 2
inches; trail draft, 28
seemed to hare the game cinched. summer, just after I got off the Lit-- Wyoming supreme court and sponsor feet, 6 inches; trail displacement
If they had been playing eight-innintie Potatoes and was playing second for the big battleship, took up their
knots an
tons; trail speed, 20
games all season they would have base and pitching for the Stars we
of the big hour.
been close to the front Instead of in fcarl a H TV BMGlin Tha vatar wnt positions near tha lose
The main belt armor will be about
A few minutes later there was
tail-enposition. It got so that when lower and lower until the crawfish be- ehlp.
a
the ninth inning came every one on gan to dig wells to get water, and
rending sound and snap, the weak- eight feet wide and will have an aver- the team expected an explosion, and we had to haul water five miles from ened under beams gave way and as age thickness of ten inches. Above
If it failed to come the crowd rather some springs back in the hills for the the Wyoming mov;d iown the ways this is to be another belt of ton Inches
was disappointed.
ferry boats to run on. The river got Miss Knight hurled the bottle of average thickness, and still higher
Finally one day when they were dustier and dustier. We kids didn't sparking wine at the prow and ex- amidships, is the casement armor proplaying Indianapolis and the score mind it, for every foot the river went
in a clear voie: "I christen tecting the secondary battery and
was 2 to 0 In their favor with two out down gave us a bigger ball ground. claimed
funnel bases. At the ends of the main
thee
Wyoming."
and no one on the bases and two Well, we played hall in the river bed
down belt are transverse armor bulkheads.
slid
The
battleship
gigantic
strikes on the batter the umpire mis- almost all summer and the Stars were
ways with the Each barbette is of armor varying
called a strike that ought to have winning the championship except the tallow-greaseended the game. The batter promptly from the West Enders. We were after lightness of a frail li'boat. As she from four inches to eleven inches in
the entire
made a base hit, the next man hit for them, and finally along In September! righted herself far ouf In. the stream thickness, which protects
"
two bases, and with men on second we got a match game with them tor and was taken in cha-gmachinery for
by several ammunitton-hanai'n- g
and third tho next batter rolled an the championship ol the town ex- tuga the great crowd of spectators the
guns In the turret above.
easy bounder to the short stop, who cepting, of course, the First Team.
A strong, protective deck extends all
enthusiasm. To
to
Its
vent
gave
We
in
bed.
the
river
It happlayed
scooped It cleanly with plenty of
of the onlookers was aJdcd the fore and aft.
time to toss it to first and end the pened that we had laid out the diahun lreds of whisThe Wyoming will be fitted for a
agony. Evidently the nervous fear of mond facing up stream. If we had deafening noise of
and
factories
and her complement as such
from
tles
the
we
laid
shops
would
out
downstream
it
have
flagship
in
the
ninth
unsettled
the
again
losing
short stop, for instead of lobbing the won that game, and the championship. hlong shore and the ma:i!y river craft. will consist of 85 officers and 1,030
ball over he threw aa hard as he In the eighth inning the score was
The battleship Wyoming is declar- men. It is expected she will he ready
could and threw wide and low six feet tied and we had a man on second ed to have no equal ailiat. as a first-clas- s for commission by the end of the
outside the base. Owner Grayson base. I was at bat, and as I started
She is of year.
fighting machine
toppled ever In a faint thinking the to hit I heard a rushing sound, and 2fi,000 tons displacement, or 3,320
I
saw
of
river
wall
a
the
thirtieth game had been thrown away looking up
Ibe ltritish battle
STOPPED THOSE PAINS
in the ninth, but Myers dived out, ex- water coming down six feet high. tons greater than
Cooper Hill, Va. Mrs. Ida Conner,
tended at full length, stabbed at the There had been a cloud burst up the ship Conqueror launched a few weeks
I ago.
of this place, says, "For years, I had
ball with one hand, and by one of river and the flood was coming.
the most wonderful catches ever took a strike and the runner stole ' The displacement of the Wyoming a pain in my right side, and I was
made clung to the ball and craw- third. All that was needed was a is 5,000 tons greater than that of the very sick with womanly troubless. I
fished back to the base 'just in time fly to give us the lead and the game, Delaware, which has been In com- tried different doctors but
could get
I saw that the flood would stop play
and nearly no relief. I had given up all hope
In about a minute, so I whaled away at mission less than a year,
the next ball and hit a fly to the cen- 15,000 tons greater than that of the of ever getting well. I took Card ill.
ter fielder. The runner held third and Oregon, which scarcely more than a and it relieved the pain in my side,
started home when the center fielder decade ago was known as the "Build and now I feel like a new person. It
caught the ball. Just as he caught it o'f the Navy."
is a wonderful medicine." Many wothe flood hit him and he started for
The armament of the Wyoming will
men are completely worn-ou-t
and dis
minute.
a
mile
The
a
the home plate
consist of twelve
and twenty-twon account of some womanrunner was tearing for the plate trycouraged
guns and hroadsidos of
ing to score and the rest of us were twelve
ly trouble. Are you? Take Cardul,
and eleven
guns.
water
The
for
high grounds.
digging
woman's tonic. Its record shows
the
guns wi:l he
was too fast lor our man. Ten feet The twelve
it will help you. Why wait? Try
that
six
on
in
turrets
flood
centre
mounted
the
before he reached the plate the
Ask your druggists about it.
it
today.
swept that center fielder past and ho line pf the ship, two forward, two aft
tagged our man out, and they and the and two midships. Each turret is to
BUNYAN RELIC FOR SALE
umpire swam ashore together and be protected by armor twelve Inches
left the game a tie. The river went end
May 25. The copy of
London,
eight inches thick, and suppUeri
to 30 feet so we couldn't play off the
Foxe's "Book of Martyrs" owned by
ammunition
with
electrical
hoists
by
tie, and the championship of Portsfrom the magazines and shellrooms the Bedford Literary institute was ofmouth still is undecided."
fered for sale at public Uuctlon today
B.
1911.
by Joseph
Bowie.) below. The entire handling of the
(Copyright,
guns will be done by electric motors at Sotheby's. The book is valued
For defence against torpedo boat highly by collectors and dealers, chiefPassing of the 'Big Man.'
'old attacks there will be porvided a bat- ly because it is believed to have been
The
whose integrity was as tery of twenty-on- e
guns, pro- the one that belonged to John Bun-yaRefused to Believe It Until He Read Roman' men,
when he was in prison.
unquestioned as their ability, are al- tected by armor of medium thickness.
It In the Paper.
most extinct. Their places are cut up Close subdivision and strong bulkthe day. and filled by smaller, less able, often
lo retire the runner and save
heads will form additional protection
MOTHER GRAY'S
Trayson came to as the crowd was much less honest men. It is not that
the damage likely to result
home-war- d
against
SWEET
hurried
POWDERS
sadly
and
to
the
cities
have
men
the big
gone
departing
FOR CHILDREN,
still thinking the game was lost for they are not there; it is not that from mine or torpedo explosions.
A OerlinRllef lor FevrrUhneim,
The principal dimensions of the big
aad it was not until the next morning
they left no descendants for In more
ConMiiiHtion, He a lar he,
Htomarb
Myers had cases than one care's to count, the battleship are as (follows:
Tronblea, Teething
Lerfh
that he discovered histhatcatch
I i order m, nd Denlror
and he smaller, less able, less honest men on load water line, 554 feet; length
W nrini.
ThHR...)! h.I'.ij.
saved the team by
S4 houra. At all Druggim
TradeMttk.
In
b, Slow.
refused to believe it until he read it are their own sons. These latter fre- over all, 5R2 feet ; beam over armor, Don't accept Sample mailM KKRK. Addreea,
substitute. A. S. OLMSTED, La Ror. N. Y.
any
ln the papers.
quently make as much money in a
as their fathers did in ten, and
year
John Greuber, the Pittsburg vet show less character in a lifetime than
ieran, who kept the official score of their fathers did in a year. Cornelia
Braddock's defeat and has been the A. P. Comer, in in the February Afr
M
leffloial soorer in Pittsburg ever since, lantic.
lost the hardest luck bet last season
N. M.
that ever was recorded. John has
Girl Led Field In Fox Hunt.
one great Joke. It has been a joke
23
a
years old,
Miss Sarah Flsk,
MAY 31st, 1911
ever since George Gibson Joined the
daughter of Lewis S. Fisk of PhiladelTlrates. The Joke consists of calling
Dob-soof
a
John
and
granddaughter
out loudly every time Gibson comes toa phia, a wealthy Philadelphlan, rode in
Tickets on Sale May 30-3bat- - "Here's where Gibby makes
Final return limit June 2, 1911
the biggest fex hunt ever held in
tome run." He says that every time
this
and
state,
Hundred,
Brandywlne
Now
season.
Qlbby hats during the
old park Delaware county, Pennsylvania.
lour years ago, over on the
Miss Fisk led the 60 hunters through
North
ns
In Allegheny (excuse
the
day and she took the fences and
of
the
keeper
aide) George Moreland,
barriers in a manner that won
other
te
offered
vital statistics in baseball,
from all.
admiration
cent
fcet Greuber one dollar to one Gib- liberated the animal
After
being
turn on
that he could not call the ana
to cover, but the busters found anran
ureuwr
run
which carried them into
by makUg a home
of four other scent
took the bet On aa average
CorrespondWilmington
Delaware.
D. L
over
for
game
aad a half times
ence Philadelphia Press.
yelledi
solemnly
Greuher
Una years
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crease of national wealth in Europe,
cannot earn more than 2 per cent or
tb per cent, the position is reserved;
a long bond at these rates would represent the highest class of security;
and In continental markets would in
evitably command par. Political or
or fears
legislative circumstances
might temporarily affect these values,
but they would be certain to
sert
themselves in the mg run.
Great Britain's peculiar situation
may offer some exception to the
growth of national wealth
shown in the first table, and therefore
to the conclusions drawn from lr.
According to Mr. Paish's computation,
which is based largely upon the in
come tax, the average return upon
2,700,000,000 Bterllng pounds
of British capital said
to be Invested outside of the kingdom Is 14,000,000 sterling pounds, or
nearly 5.2 per cent, and as this sum
Is largely invested
over and over
aalp in the colonies and foreign
countries it does not appear in the
summation of national wealth.
In
other words. Great Britain is annual
ly earning not merely 2tf per cent
hut something between that rate anfl
.1.2 per cent, possibly as much or moie
than the United States, only it makes
no showing in the computed account
of. stock.
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at all druggists in three
Izes 25c, 50c and $1.00

NOW
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KNOWLTOK
DARDERINE CO., CHICAGO, ILL, I
with their name snd sddress and 10c I
in silver or stamps to pay postage.

000j00
want
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$100 Reward $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca
tarrh being a constitutional disease.
treatment.
requires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith In its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that It fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

0
'

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity hat he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

Iaiii
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J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of
Greensburg, Ky., says, "We use Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in our own
household and know it is excellent."
For sale by all druggists.
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NORTHWEST
One Way, Via

or Seattle
Portland
Francisco or the
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14-1-

16. 17. 18. 19, 20, 21 and 22.
FINAL LIMIT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1911
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

'

For soreness of the muscles whether induced by violent exercise or injury, Chamberlain's Liniment is excellent. This liniment is also highly
esteemed for the relief it affords In
cases of rheumatism. Sold by all druggists.
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FREE To now now quickly Oiadarlsa!
acts, we will send s large aam-- l
pie free by return mail to anyone who
aenas wis tree coupon to the

cut
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ON SA L E

per bottle

enjoys a greater sale than
any other one preparation regardless of kind
bas
and
it
a much greater sale than
or brand,
all of the other hair preparations in tha
world combined.

r
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"Wben I began ulu bandcrln my hair
would not come to my ahouldersaud bow
It la swsj below my blps."
Another Era. Newark. N. J.
"IbsTebeennslne Snadertne regularly.
Wbeul Ural started to use HI bad very little nalr.aow 1 beve tbe moatbeautlfulloDfl;
snd thick hair anyone would want to bare.''

.

h

the hair what freak ihowert
It
sunshine arc to vegetation.
to the root a, invigorate and
goes
itrengthena them. Ita exhilarating, stimulating and
properties cause the hair to grow
abundantly long, strong and beautiful, it at
once imparts a aparkliog brilliancy and vel
vety soilness to the hair, and a (ew weeks
use will cause new hsir to sprout sll over tha
Use it every day for a short time,
scalp.
after which two or three times a week will
be sufficienr to complete whatever growth
you desire.

DANDERINE

in

Considerations of like character
must also find room in measur'us the I
growth of wealth in France an.l Gerrso'h of these empires, espemany,
cially t'.ie f. umer, embrace profitable
colonial
sessions in which vast
s'ims of tome capital are be'nc; continually invested and reinvested, and
both also hold large investments In
foreign countries, only a portion of
the usufruct adding to the stock of
wealth at home. Wall Street Journal.
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Grows Hair
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Wealth of the Four Richest Nations

San
Boat or Rail
verse. Meals and sleeper free while

re-

at sea

!

Ere

LOS ANGELES or
SAN DIEGO

One way via

LOS ANGELES

Den-

5AN DIEGO

Masonic'l Ceremonial Session

direct or via
Los Angeles

n,

re-

turning via
Oden and Denver

1.

$55.50

Fare for the Round Trip $6.40

TICKETS

ee

SEATTLE,
orTACOMA,
e

WASH.

For the Round Trip

a

Via Denver

and

Salt Lake

or Denver and
Tickets on Sale

June 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22
FINAL

RETURN

ARE FIRST CLASS

LIMIT SEPTEMBER 15, 1911
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Billings

?y

$55.50

lie
ge
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y

rt
GOOD FOR STOPOVERS IN EITHER DIRECTION

Further Particulars Cheerfully Given at Ticket Office.

BATCHELOR, Agent.

PORTLAND, ORE.

EVERETT,

mm

S55.50

Albuquerque,

AND

OR

ver, direct or
Denver and San
Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO

ASTORIA

D.

L

BATCHELOR,

Agent.
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LOCAL NEWS

Extra Fancy Washington Navels
From 35 to 60 Cents per Dozen

Refrigerators

Graduation gifts at Murphey'a.'
Books

for commencement at Mur

A Five

phey's.
Gift books for commencement
Murphey's.

Huyler'a candy for commencement
at Murphey'a.
Old Crow boM over the
Long's Buffet

Good Size, Each 10 Cents

tar

at Long's Buffet.

THESTORETHAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Initial stationery
gifts at Murphey'a.

for

graduation

Social dance at MackeTs hall, May
30. Everybody welcome.
Wanted Money on Improved real
estate. Address, F Optic.

ninutes Walk

Our Pride Flour
$1,30 per Sack

PHONE MAIN 379

The baseball association has made
arrangements with James S. Duncan,
Jr., and E. J. McWenie to umpire
the local games during the present
season. Both are competent officials
and should prove agreeable to visiting teams. The first game to be played at borne will be June 11, when the
Dawson team will be here. The Maroons will play the Albuquerque Grays
in Albuquerque on June 4. Several
games are scheduled and In prospect.
It was thought best not to bring in
teams from out of town until the Ma
roons were recruited up to their regu

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

Phone Main 131

V

Matters in relation to the probation
Huyler's Commencement Candy at
of the last will and testamenjt of the
Murphey's.
late Gregorio Garcia y Sandoval were
There will be short services at tem heard this morning by Probate Judge
ple Montefiore tomorrow evening at Manuel Martinez. Mr. Garcia left a
considerable fortune, being the owner
7:30 o'clock.
of large ranches near Trementina,
Las Vegas council No. 804 of the herds of cattle and personal property,
HunKnights of Columbus will hold its including considerable money.
for
the
Hunker
appeared
regular meeting this evening in the ker and
atid I.ou',9 C. Ilfeld represented
O. R. C ball.
certain heirs. The last will and tes
tament of the late Misa Frances E,
White Kitchen serves maple syrup
Fenton was this morning filed for
and
cakes.
Bacon
and delicious hot
probate.
fresh eggs for breakfast. The place
that Is clean.
If he ia able to perfect arrangements for doing so, Sheriff Secundino
Positively no camping, fishing or Romero will go tomorrow to Santa Fe
C.
hunting allowed on our ranch.
taking with him the men who were
W. and F. J. Wesner.
yesterday sentenced to the territorial
penitentiary by Judge Roberts. It is
The girls at La Casa de Ramon a probable, however, that Mr. Rogave an enjoyable aprol party last mero will be obliged to wait until
night. No men were invited but, in Sunday. There are about ten men
spite of this fact, the girls assert they who will be taken to the penitentiary,
a few sentences having been suspendhad a good time.
ed. One of the convicted men has
been placed in the
already
Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report.

The

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier
As't
RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT

-

--

Another star has been signed up by
the Bankers and the Maroons began
trembling in their cleated shoes when
Herbert W.
they heard about it.
Clark, one time star of the Normal's
champion baseball team and captain
of the victorious lawyer's aggregation
of last summer, last night affixed his
For 30 days we will sell $5.00
signature to a Bankers' contract. He
Irons for $4.00. O'Malley's.
will do the heavy in the vicinity of
first base in Sunday's game between
A typographical error in Boucher's the Bankers and the Maroons.
grocery advertisement yesterday relative to the sale of cubes of bullion
Graduation gifts at Murphey's.
made a difference of 10 cents in the
At the corner of Tenth and Douglas
price. The ad read 25 cents a dozen
when it should have read 35 cents.
avenues last night shortly before 10
o'clock a stone was thrown through
Fresh Huyler's candy for com- - one of the windows of a street car.
mencement week at Murphey's.
Fortunately the missile struck nobo"
Boys have been throwing rocks at the
cars considerably of late and the police are dtermlned to stop the practice. The identity of the person who
heaved the rock last night is not
known.

BURNH4M& MORRILL

DRY CLEANING

JISII

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
business
requires experience. We have been in the
the
and
have
of
experience.
number
for a
years

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
614 Lincoln Avenue

FLAKES

If you have not already
tried it, do so UOW. It
is not a shreaded fish, hard
and dry, but simply the
best parts of absolutely
FRESH FISH, ready for
immediate ,u se without
Guaranteed to
cooking.
keep indefinitely in the
hottest weather.

TRY IT NOW.

We Claim for the Richelieu Line

J. II. STEARNS

SURPASSING EXCELLENCE

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

in point of Purity and Quality, and each and every
item bearing this label is the best of its kind the
best that nature can produce and the best that skill
of man improve.
ClJt'
RICHELIEU BRAND PRODUCTS comply
with all requirements of every pure food law, State
and National, but RICHELIEU BRAND PRODUCTS do not merely comply with the laws, they
most exacting
surpass in character and quality the
laws.
oc
the
requirements
SOLD ONLY BY

THE GRAAF

& HAY WARD

COMPANY

Who Always Have the Best of Everything

The social session for Knights of
and their families and
friends which was to have been given
tonight has been postponed on ac
count of the conflict with the High
School play.
Columbus

FIrch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lojhy, of course.

Eatable

;,.

RoSCS

a week from next Saturday
in the O. R. C. hall by Las Vegas
ledge No. 408. The entertainment
committee is planning to make the
affair a most enjoyable one. A number of interesting amusements will be
provided and some l'ght refreshments
will be served. There will be plenty
to smoke.

us!1 Launder

v-f

i

l'

'

Children's' Wearing

notified that his pamphlet,, "The Annotated Constitution of Colorado, has
been adopted as a text book by Colorado University. This book will be
used by the classes in civil government and Colorado history.
Judge and Mrs E. V. Long announce
the marriage of their daughter, Teres-sa- ,
to Mr. Charles Anderson, in New
York City, Wednesday, May 24.

Fresh Liggets candy for
ment week at Murphey's.

commence-

Nothing finer than a nice bunch of Roses

Perry Onion

$3.00 Oxfords for $2.23
$2.50 Oxfords for $1.93

I-

-

Z

10 per cent discount
nn all Roys' and Chil- -

50

X22D J aren's Regular

You'll Like Our Work.

'

20 per cent discount on all Boys' and Children's Suits.
75c Waists for 50c
20 per cent discount on Boys' and Children's Hats.

GREENBERGER
Square
WE SCIL THE FAMOUS

Hffattreas
Just what

One

its name
TRADE

implies

MAR''

Fiberized

Mass of Pure
4

White Uotton

Sold under a guarantee not to lump nor get hard.
IN PRICE FROM $B.OO TO $10.00

J.C. JOHNSEN &

SON, Exclusive Aden's

Screened and Lump Rmton Cerrlllos

Anthracite Coal, all sizes

FifMTbi gjm yym

'

Steam

Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

G O n D Ot$

o

Don't Borrow Yovir
Neighbor's Paper
Subscribe Today for
15he Optic and Have
One of Your Own

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.
200 lbs.
50 lbs.

CONSOMME IN CUBES

Contains all the nutritive and
invigorating- elements of beef
combined with the flavoring
of fresh vegetables. Nothing
required but hot water to

'

.,

20o per
25c per
30c per
40o per
50o per

108 lbs.
100

lbs.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Vegas
Famous
Office

701

Douglas Avenue.

Make Instantly

a large cup of excellent clear
consomme. Knorr's Cubes
also improve in a surpising
manner every soup, sauce or
vegetable.
12 Cubes in a Box

35c

SPOONS
Gift, Birthday or Souvenir
.

A Good

Son

Deal"

"A

Try It

Color

&

Shoes.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Your curtain? need laundering this spring! The usage they
have received 'and the dust
I
they have ab'sprbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entiis summer. Send
your curtains lo us, when you
take them dovn and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them Just stiff enough
to drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the exact size as when sent us.

$1.50 Per Dozen
Them-U- ny

Ap- -

GOA.LAfJD WOOD

Your Cu tains
This Spr

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts has been

fr Commencement

Plenty of

h-ff-

5

Let

A smoker for Elks only will be

Get to know

Phone Vegas 450

The Santa Fe wrecker was sent
this afternoon to Canoncito. It is report
ed that several cars In a freight train
left the rails at that place, but that
none of the train crew was Injured
and the damage was slight Canon
city is located a short distance from
Glorleta. Trains from the west were
not delayed by the accident.

YOU MUST

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

.

Summer weather prevailed yesterday and today. As a result summer
cloning was much In evidence. Wo
men and girls laid aside jackets and
coats of the lightest material
and
many shirt waists were seen. Many
men were seen on the streets In their
Shirt sleeves.
Clear and slightly
warmer is predicted for tomorrow.

On account of the high school play
the Greater Las Vegas band will not
hold
its' regular rehearsal tonight.
The band will not give a concert Sunday evening but will play in Hilsite
park some evening next week.

18 76

ESTABLISHED

i

H

As an inducement we
are going to give you the
"following low prices for
; I this week on all Boys' and

V

;,

V
'Us'-i-0--

Arguments were heard In chambers
this morning by Judge Roberta in the
suit of T. B. Catron of Saata Fe for
an Injunction prohibiting Tito Melen- dez, Andres Gandert and others from
cutting timber on a certain tract of
land In the Mora grant Mr. Catron
also wishes the men enjoined from removing from the land and converting
into lumber about 1,000 logs which
are said to have been felled by them.
Arguments in the action of J. Hilario
Montoya against the board of trustees of the Las Vegas grant also were
heard ithia morning by the Judge.

es-ta- 'e

Every Sack Guaranteed

Week

LUDWIQ WH. ILFELD, Agent

For 30 days we will sell $5.00 elec- trlo Irons for $4.00. O'Malley's.
lar strength.

FOR 30 DAYS

Commencement

at

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock

AT

Boys for

riay Save You $5.00

at

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

SEEDLESS GRAPE FRUIT

Dress Up Your

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee

Maj

STERLING SILVER

Heavy Teaspoon for 90 Cents

PERT'S

